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PROBLEMS 

“Why don’t you give us more revelations?” This rings through our 
heads constantly as we move through information flow like gnats in a hot 
lava river. Mainly, further, when the lava scorches the gnat’s feet, he 
whines-“ Why did you let me come to this dangerous place?” “Why didn’t 
you wake us up yesterday?” I tried! I failed and I am making a last ditch 
effort again TODAY. Will you hear the warning call today? Will you turn 
your back and complain about your aches and pains while your life force 
is eeked away by the useless foods, the direct attacks by that which is 
beyond your “knowledge” to control, the people you thought were to protect 
you but use you, instead, to further enslave humanity?? WHAT will you 
hear today? 

There need be no “new” revelation. The old is quite sufficient to scare 
you to death. That, in addition, is ONLY the side of the human factor 
working toward total control of humanity by Lords of the Realm, such as 
Henry Kissinger, Soviet Agent, and his buddies in the mud-puddle. He is 
but a foolish court jester, but a dangerous one. He gets to sit at council of 
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participation in Burgenstock, Switzerland next week to finalize and decide your fate, you 
lowly masses. And from the Calgory [Canada] Herald, May 9,1995 an article is shared with 
us: “European elite welcomes Klein.” That is Premier Ralph Klein. “Klein is attending the 
by-invitation-only Bilderberg conference next month in Switzerland. Government sources 
say the premier will attend at the invitation of publishing magnate Conrad BLACK.” We 
have certainly shared plenty of information on Mr. Black. Readers, these are the days 
of the final decisions of HOW IT WILL BE. YOU in the U.S. don’t even get this much 
information about that meeting that takes your nation into total military control. 
Actually, into every other kind of control, along with military. 

However, there are always the Big Boys on the OTHER SIDE of the issue also wanting 
Top-Dog position. How do “they” light? Even more subtly! They can control by 
COLLAFSING THE ECONOMY OF NATIONS OR THE WORLD; they can render portions 
of the world into rubble (as can the workers of the Bigger Committee). Tit for tat becomes 
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General Lessons In 
Matters Of The Heart 

S/30/95 #l HATONN 

MORNING’S CONFUSION 

So much happens daily that it is all but impossible 
to choose subjects upon which to expound. I want 
nothing more in my own struggle than to bring under- 
standing, at the least, of those things which I bring to 
the table. We meet and confer and always the response 
is an easing of the tensions brought through the myri- 
ads of words to which pictures must be formed in the 
mind-a cluttered, busy and often, blind, mind. This is 
not through intention; it is because of the load of 
consequential, contradictory facts which confront that 
which is pouring in on your consciousness every minute 
of every day as you turn on your noise boxes. Ah, but 
without the boxes you would not even know of such 
things as massive quakes in Russia, or your own 
dooryard, or whatever else may or may not be taking 
place here and there. 

The soul will always cry out in its unleashing for 
more, more and even more. The mind will cry out for 
a moment of peace, rest and allowance to organize, 
structure and bring understanding and order into the 
sequences of things taking place. Realization of things 
that ARE is like a tide of blinding blizzard in a tornado, 
lashing and bashing the mind upon the boulders of the 
falling mountains or upon the shores as the seas toss 
and turn in the power presented by the gales blowing 
from and in every direction. If you linger upon the 
“ONE” thing-you are boggled and bewildered but, if 
you continue to CENTER upon THE ONE. the rest can 
be accepted within and, as more and more information 
and knowledge is gained, the mind can process it, 
organize it and understanding DOES come. Stop to 
debate each passing perception, thought, happening 
and adventure, and you shall be lost in the boiling 
cauldrons. Allow insight, acceptance of these things, 
process in recognition rather than denial and the tapes- 
try begins to be shown in all its brilliant array. 

FRIENDS AND ENEMIES 

An enemy is only a friend in hidden presentation 
and action. If you ACCEPT no enemy, only an “oppo- 
nent” of thought and perception, you will be fine. 

We had a friend come to our presence on this 
weekend who expected something which is yet unspo- 
ken to most but realized by all at our tete-a-tete that it 
was, at the least, unusual to have such a visitor. This 
person bears bitterness and revenge as a badge of 
passage, a pain for all to see and ESPECIALLY “HEAR”. 
Great and painful loads were dumped on some who 
didn’t know what to do or to say. I can’t help what 
another thinks, does or IS! What another thinks about, 
does about me in perception, or demands FROM me is 
none of MY BUSINESS. What I do, what I perceive, 
what I demand from self (for I demand of no “other” 
save a meeting of agreements and contracts) is my 
business. 

It was brought loudly to various ones that somehow 
we should be bellowing and reviling one Ronn Jackson 
for his past and ongoing actions which are displeasing 
to individuals. Why? We are but representative of 
people who never heard of Ronn Jackson at the time 
others were making very foolish decisions of action in 

their own insecure passage. We are no big organization 
here or anywhere. There is a paper in which much is 
offered-but bashing of ones such as Ronn Jackson is 
NOT one of our duties to a reading public-much the 
less a man’s private choices. 

If ones expect to come to visit in my house and 
demand that I bash another to suit that visitor’s need 
for “getting even” somehow, it WILL NOT HAPPEN! I 
can understand the pain and the display of raw emo- 
tional need for somehow controlling the elusive trea- 
sure. If the person in point is so evil, so impossible, so 
hurtful to a singular person-why does the person 
continue in the boiling pot? 

We, Ronn, and others are faced with making deci- 
sions based on total quicksand of “You do this or that 
OR ELSE...” The “or else” for Ronn is five more years 
in prison. This is unacceptable no matter what the 
private circumstances. How will such a relationship 
fare if left in the light and “doing” of day? There are 
many ways to read messages and if you expect me to 
read goodness in intent-1 suggest you act in “good- 
ness”! 

Ronn has very definitely NOT sought me for his 
adviser in this matter and I will repeat something to you 
readers: Ronn is one thing and all other things are 
simply “another thing”. My working arrangement with 
one.Ronn Jackson is not that of ANY OTHER. I 
CONTROL NO ONE OR NO THING-SAVE MEET- 
ING IN AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTS (AHAND- 
SHAKE IS QUITE SUFFICIENT FOR IT IS AS VALID 
AS THE PERSON WITH THE .HAND)-NOT AT- 
TENDING HIS PRIVATE FEELINGS, SHARINGS OR 
ACTIONS IN RELATIONSHIPS ONE WITH AN- 
OTHER. 

I find it difficult that ones can be verbally assaulted 
and “blame” dumpedon the CONTACTstaff and friends 
because we have somehow failed to tell the world every 
private notation of one Ronn Jackson. Nobody here 
ever heard of Ronn Jackson until less than two years 
ago, much the less what the man had done or how he 
served or what choices he and others had made, ridicu- 
lously or wisely, and it is certainly still not anyone’s 
business. What you readers do with the CONTACT or 
contacts made through this conduit are NOT OUR 
BUSINESS. Foolishness certainly DOES take place; 
ideas and ideals are formed and then battered or sup- 
ported-but tattling and prattling is unacceptable and, 
although expected, may well NEVER be brought to 
sharing through this “ragsheet”. If we be but a 
“ragsheet”, dear ones, then there is no value in what we 
offer at any setting and would hold no merit anywise. If 
Ronn Jackson is a total farce (who of you is not in one 
way or another?) it will be uncovered, but I can tell you 
NOW, he has already servedbeyond that which most will ever 
achieve-and HE DOESN’T EVEN REALIZE IT. 

If others now make silly and foolish choices around 
this entity-then that becomes your own immature 
decision and you will have to unravel your own ball of 
twine. 

MARITAL STATUS 
OF RONN JACKSON 

Why do you ones continue to want ME to reveal the 
Marital Status of one Ronn Jackson? It is public 
record-if you are so nosy as to have to have some 

documentation of this or that to prove a point. If there 
is no relationship-THERE IS NO MARRIAGE, paper 
or no paper, if “marriage” is in actual point. Perhaps 
the prison games are a way of passing the while when 
there is nothing better to do. Were I in prison I don’t 
know what I might do-DO YOU? If ones join into the 
game, WHO IS TO BLAME if it does not work out too 
well? Either way, I CERTAINLY HAVE NO INTER- 
EST OR BUSINESS INTO YOUR INTEREST OR BUSI- 
NESS. If those are the “responsible” actions taking 
place, however, I am most remiss if I err in placing such 
parties in responsible positions regarding MY MIS- 
SION. Which mission, by the way, is NOT TO SAVE 
ANYTHING, not even your “Native American”-based 
Constitution. 

Your government of Elite One World nabbers is 
simply breaking ONE MORE TREATY with you-the- 
natives! It is the mark of the beast-go look at history. 
If there are those of YOU who wish to change that fact, 
you have to have someone totally focused on that task. 
I AM NOT. I see a world falling apart, untold entities 
in the throes of disaster. You are but one piece of that 
picture and certainly your individual “relationship 
choices” are not only not my focus or interest, BUT 
ALSO NONE OF MY BUSINESS. 

WHAT WOULD 
KING SOLOMON SUGGEST? 

Whack the babe into two. But I can promise you 
one. thing FOR SURE: She who puts another 5 years 
onto a man’s already unlawful sentence in prison is 
NOT GOING TO BE THE ONE WHO GAINS EN- 
DEARMENT THROUGH THE EXERCISE-OR, I 
WANT NO PART OF THE PARTY WHO WILL CA- 
PITULATE TO SUCH TYRANNY. YOU CAN NOT 
FORCE LOVE AND LOYALTY! NEVER!! 

Therefore, it would seem to me that Mr. Jackson 
should act now in his own best interest and get his 
freedom, which has already been granted, into Ne- 
vada-or be prepared to make changes in his position. 
I am sure that Dr. Carlson would even offer Mr. Jackson 
a position of interim service in Hawaii. We are not in 
the business here of hot-gluing relationships with boys 
and girls-THE NATION IS AT SELF-DESTRUCT! 
AND, IF MR. JACKSON CHOOSES PRISON TO 
GETTING OUT-THEN WE KNOWMORE ABOUT 
MR. JACKSON THAN ANYTHING ELSE THAT 
COULD BE OFFERED. WE WILL KNOW HE 
DOESN’T WANT TO BE “OUT” AND IS THERE- 
FORE A LIAR AND A CHEAT. I do not believe that 
to be intent but, like you, I shall wait and see right along 
with all of you who DESIRE SOMETHING BETTER. 
However, if you wish simply to have somebody else do 
YOUR job-forget it; nobody can do that, not me, not 
Ronn Jackson. 

Does it bother YOU that Ronn Jackson lacks humil- 
ity? Why? Ronn Jackson, I hate to inform you, owes 
YOU NO HUMILITY. What Ronn Jackson shares with 
Creator is where it’s AT and that is neither my business 
nor yours. However, a man is KNOWN by his AC- 
TIONS. I would guess that Mr. Jackson, like you and 
me, has to improve-or prove up-his actions if he 
expects to have a position of any type of leadership, 
goodly or otherwise. 

I will give you people a clue, however: WHAT YOU 
PERCEIVE, CONCEIVE AND RECEIVE FROM ONE 
RONN JACKSON-IS YOUR TEST, NOT HIS. NO- 
BODY IN THIS PLACE HAS RESTED TEN SEC- 
ONDS ON THAT WHICH RONN JACKSON MAY OR 
MAY NOT DO, HAVE, GET OR STIR. WE KEEP 
RIGHT ON KEEPING ON-ON OUR OWN. 

I do suggest, in addition, however, that you who 
have come to have a “deeper” relationship of a personal 
nature with this person, look at the picture and act 
accordingly or do not act at all, or deny, support or 
diddle-daddle as you will. The rest of us have no 
interest in any of those childish games afoot. There 
seems to have been no discretion at all, so what might 
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be gathered from that summation? Why do we react to of YOU are THE NUCLEUS of YOUR SPACE-THE your affairs of heart and sexual advantage or disad- 
fall into such traps of intrigue? Are you looking for CENTER. Noone canenter into your spaceas center- vantage-you perceive incorrectly. Those are your 
James Bond? In the service of “Her Majesty”, or unless and until m choose otherwise. I, for instance, lessons, not mine, and if you study my presenta- 
“GOD”? Is Ronn Jackson, Gunther Russbacher, et al., DO NOT GIVE MR. JACKSON, OR ANYONE, PER- tions-you already KNOW BETTER. Now, if you 
James Bond? NO! THEY ARE AGING MEN-FOR MISSION TO OCCUPY MY CENTRAL STATUS, AND don’t mind, readers, we need to turn to things beyond 
GOODNESS SAKES, IN PRISON FOR, AT THE THE UNIVERSE IS ALL THAT WHICH SURROUNDS Mr. Jackson’s “choices of the heart”. I would suggest 
LEAST, CRIMINAL ACTIONS. They are thin or MY CENTER. Look around, for that same universe to all, however, that a relationship based on lies is 
heavy, balding and thin, or fat, a bit pot-bellied and swirls all around your central atomic space-only per- never going to have better foundation-regardless of 
VERY human in all the immoral ways of la-la-never- ceived in different interpretation. I give NONE per- what happens- for the lie can NEVER be overcome. It, 
never land. They hope to become what they perceive mission to take my central placement. If you give your unfortunately, usually expands itself instead of being 
they can be and it may well be nothing more than WISHFUL central snace awav- that is your problem-NOT MINE. tossed out and discarded. If vou CAN ALLOW that one 
thinking on your, or their, respective perception. 

ON THE OTHER HAND 

One took offto worse affairs in Austria. Where will 
the other go? Why does that bother you so much? Is it 
that YOU do not wish to further fool selves? Quit 
expecting solutions in total from that sector and disap- 
pointment will be the only emotional tie to possible 
“failure”, no less but more importantly, no more. The 
point is that YOU DID THE IMPOSSIBLE, three times 
at least, right in your own handwriting and intent. You 
got Gunther out; you got the attention of a WORLD 
with Snell; you brought Cathy and Kelly O’Brien into 
the safety of public attention; Maholy is about to be 
totally RELEASED after the focus moves off his prior 
station, and you got Ronn Jackson’s freedom through 
the parole board. IT IS YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
YOU MUST ATTEND-NOT WHAT ONE OF THESE 
BEINGS “MIGHT” OR MIGHT “NOT” BE! 

It is YOUR POWER that I attend-not the choices 
of any “other”. YOUMUST MAKE WISE DECISIONS 
AND, IF YOU ARE EMOTIONALLY ENTANGLED 
BEYOND THE “REASONABLE”, THEN THE PROB- 
LEM IS YOURS! Do you understand me? All the bad 
publicity we could dump on the hapless villain might 
backfire and the suspected villain is not THE VILLAIN 
at all. Did you “demanders” ever consider that possi- 
bility? I’m sorry, pretenders to untold thrones, when 
you DEMAND of me you had best KNOW WHAT THE 
CONSEQUENCE MIGHT BE-FOR REMEMBER: 
YOUR PRAYER JUST MIGHT BE ANSWERED! YOU 
MIGHT WELL GET, ONE DAY, EXACTLY THAT 
FOR WHICH YOU PETITION! IF YOU INTEND 
CONTROL THROUGH BLACKMAIL OR TYRANNI- 
CAL FORCE OF SOME KIND IN YOUR PERCEIVED 
HELL “NOW”-JUST WAIT TO SEE WHAT YOUR 
THREATS AND BLACKMAIL WILL MERIT YOU. 

I GIVE-NO PERMISSION Td TAKE MY PLACE! 
WHAT YOU DO WITH YOURS IS YOURS TO 
CHOOSE. If, however, I choose to SHARE my place 
with another ONE or ALL, that is none of YOUR 
BUSINESS! Is everybody with me so far? 

RELATIONSHIP DYNAMICS 

If all you want from a relationship is CONTROL, 
then you might well watch out-because you just may 
get it-and with it comes hate, feelings toward revenge 
or submission-at which point there is no POINT in 
having the control, for you end up controlling NOTH- 
ING. The very spark which at first attracted is dead, 
gone, beaten and will NEVER AGAIN be what you first 
desired and perceived. You will have killed the very 
thing you thought you desired, the strength you thought 
you wanted for self, the love and joy of equal sharing- 
all gone in one sweep of the sword. You can argue 
about it until Hell freezes and it will not melt the ice you 
Form in such threats, debasement and blackmail of the 
moment suspended in time like a ticking bomb. Ants 
may well not come to vinegar-but little flies do! The 
assumption is, however, that YOU are neither ant nor 
fly and vinegar can simply be another choice within 
your space. You who expect all to come within our 
presence and bend and bow and appreciate and accept 
our professing as “their” all-forget it, for each in 
every instance has a personal agenda-which is not 
yours, and thank GOD that is so. A “clone” is most 
boring indeed and a bother to the master mold. The 
more “clones” you get the less you appreciate your own 
uniqueness-you are simply “another one of ‘those’ “. 

If a man be worthy of the suspicions of the of- 
fended-so be it; he will have far more troubles than 
YOU can think of in your own deception-for if he fails 
in loyalty to one-HE WILL ALWAYS BE IN CIR- 
CUMSTANCE TO FACE THE WRATH OF ALL WHO 
COME AFTERWARDS. If a man cheats once he may 
be worthy again of your trust. If he cheats again and 
again and again in his personal choices and actions- 
he is suspect by any who would base relationships on 
such a foundation. If you did not KNOW THESE 
THINGS-THEN WHY DID YOU BE FOOLISH 
ENOUGH TO ATTACH TO SOMEONE YOU DID 
NOT KNOW? Surely you cannot fully expect= 
others to endure your own foolish behavior. What do 
you want the court and jury to do to the one at point of 
your foolishness? Will the firing squad do? Will 
whacking him in twain or dismemberment be suffi- 
cient? Will any of these “things” bring back the loving 
trust and sharing once perceived to be “there”? WERE 
THERE NOT CLUES TO OUTCOME AT THE TIME 
ILL-BEGOTTEN ACTIONS AND CHOICES WERE 
FIRST MADE? A WISE MAN can make errors, delib- 
erately or accidentally-but to continue to enhance the 
error is indeed beyond foolish; it becomes labeled 
“stupid”. AND ABOVE ALL, READERS, DO NOT 
ASSUME THAT MY ASSOCIATIONS WILL EVER 
BE THE SAME AS ARE YOURS. I HAVE A MISSION 
AND PERHAPS MR. JACKSON HAS ALREADY 
FULLY SERVED THE NEEDS OF THAT MISSION 
AND MY AGENDA. DO NOT JUDGE ME OR MY 
MISSION-TAKE CARE OF YOUR OWN IN RE- 
SPONSIBLE RESPONSE TO EVERY CIRCUM- 
STANCE AND THAT WILL BE MORE THAN SUFFI- 
CIENT. If you are given to the understanding that 
‘1” am going to tag about and meddle and pry into 

who first disappointed to be self, you have hope in 
reclamation-but never through control or force, for 
then it is YOU who causes the person in point to build 
upon his original tale and, when the tale was originally 
fabrication, the structure of relationship is, at best, a 
weak structure. Can you not ever grow into having 
“relationships” without bondage? 

You don’t like my input? Fine. You were doing 
something before you recognized me and if you turn 
away and deny me, you will go back to doing whatever. 
IT WILL, HOWEVER, NOT CHANGE OR EVEN 
FRAGMENT A SINGLE IOTA OF THE TRUTH I 
BRING. You must understand that it is NOT my 
business what YOU choose. However, I can promise 
you right here and now-that I know the way to glory 
and peace and if you turn away and deny and de- 
nounce-YOU DO NOT! 

STATUS 

I don’t believe, fortunately or unfortunately, there 
are any outstanding marriage documents for one Ronn 
Jackson. Go look for selves-those are public records. 
Did a marriage take place? So we are told. Is that 
valid7 Why would you ask ME? What difference does 
it make-TO YOU? A man is only as good as his word 
and his word is only as good as THE MAN. What a man 
“has done” is none of my business; what a man IS is 
none of my business except wherein his passage crosses 
and affects MINE. I am certainly SURE that Mr. 
Jackson, as with each and all people, would change a 
few things along his pathway. However, I AM NOT 
ONE OF THEM! If YOU have made foolish choices 
upon the assumption of Angelic Presence in Mr. Jack- 
son you have only one thing to consider: the foolish 
choices-for each man is an Angel of some kind. 
Definition of Angel: A messenger! If you now expect 
ME to kill your messenger-FORGET IT! If you think 
GOD will succeed or fail on the basis of one man-you 
are full of “it”. If you think my MISSION will succeed 
or fail because of one man-you are MORE full of “it”. 

WAKING UP 

We need to become “known” and that is happening 
and, in that, EACH touching entity and happenstance is 
miraculous in its compounding input and output. Each 

“But,” you say, “I am afraid!” So, what else is 
NEW? What most of you want, whether admitted or 
not, is to be sucked within a cult or some strong cell 
wherein you are but a victim of another’s whim. Sur- 
render and submission are two mightily different terms 
and yet are used almost interchangeably in your world. 
You demand freedom to act in foolishness-fine! When 
you get the priorities and TRUTH in order-you will 
find that GOD ONLY RESPECTS “RESPONSIBIL- 
ITY” IN SELF. GOD DOESN’T WANT YOUR WOR- 
SHIP, Your Worship; HE WANTS YOUR RESPECT 
AND REVERENCE FOR A WISDOM GREATER 
THAN YOUROWN-WHICH AFTER ALL-IS YOUR 
OWN. 

I, for instance, do not go about like Johnny 
Appleseed, hugging trees or spotted owls. I often, 
however, bow my knees before a tree or an owl, for its 
perfection of Creator’s master presentation for my 
learning. And, if I want to grow magnificent trees I can 
do so-for I can PLANT that which creates the wonder- 
ment. If I desire an OAK, I shall plant an acorn of 
proper species and I shall grow an Oak. I certainly 
would not plant a Spotted Owl in hopes of growing an 
Oak tree. 

When you try to cover your own foolishness by 
causing another to appear foolish-guess what!-do 
you not appear to be the one in greater Fooldumbship? 
If the moccasins fit, I suggest you take a turn down that 
path of the prior footwear holder. I don’t believe it wise 
if the leather be too small to simply cut off thine toes. 
If a thing or person displeases you-YOU let it go! 
Release it to find its own spiraling consequences, but 
do not align war parties, infecting’clans, and tribes 
against one another for your own indiscretions. A 
kettle with soot on its bottom may well show that 
bottom and vulnerable backside when the POT is pre- 
sented as somehow being more smutty and sooty. 

I can have disagreement with either, obligation to 
neither and still serve and work WITH each. Why? For 
I JUDGE NOT.and do not accept YOUR JUDGMENT 
UPON MYSELF. Check my actions, my truth, my 
I 

SUBSCRIBE 
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stability-and OUR connections in our course of ac- You do not NEED to take the space of the immoral shoot or simply hold me hostage at gunpoint to gain 
tion. Act as if you own MY CENTRAL SPACE and I government, readers, all you need to do is consider your advantage -think again! It is usually the last 
may well shove you OUT OF IT. However, it will never building your own magnificent soul upon which a volley of shots which is HEARD. Please, little ones, 
be more or less. Outside MY CENTER you may TRY nation thrives and LIVES. Why take the place of the think most carefully before you begin a war against 
to do that which you will with all other perceived evil beast? Leave him to his own corruption and ME. Z don’t cotton to war nor weapons of violence; 
matter and material, thought or manifestation. If your destruction-yours is to CREATE through building up, GOD GAVE ME ‘MIND’! MOREOVER-I USE IT! 
way has merit, we may well both consider it for action. not tearing down or taking anything from another. No Friends, it is surely time for you to deal with WHAT 
If it be not in my perception of MY MISSION, I may ask more canone expect to demand love and caring with the IS and stop “druthering” for until you CHANGE “what 
you to vacate my space and go back to your own-which gun-in-face stance, than to build from another’s al- is” all the “druthers” in the world will do nothing save 
I can promise you up front-I do not choose or I would ready held property-through that gun. You may well bring pain and more shackles. 
be in your space (face) and not removed from thee. I destroy and lose everyone’s blood, but you will have I salute you who hear and see. I respect you who do 
would never, however, TAKE your place-for that is BUILT nothing. not. I have “time’‘-do you? 
not my right. desire, or moral action. If, further, you believe that you can threaten, Salu. 

Can There Be Life 
After Dumbness? 

means and either O.J. did it or he didn’t do it! How can 
you PLEA BARGAIN? Ah yes, “I was insane when I 
might have done it and can’t remember!” “Marsha 
Clark and Gloria Allred said I did it so I must have done 
it-women’s liberation, you know.” 

The battered pictures of Nicole Simpson SHE SAID 
AT THE TIME were makeup by the hand of a HOLLY- 
WOOD makeup artist. SHE SAID IT, I DIDN’T! So, 
0. J. hit her when both were drunk-why can you not go 
to the truth of it? Why do you allow this garbage, 
Citizens? Are you so buried in the mesmerization of the 
Gladiator sports as to have lost your “marbles”? 

DR. COTTON. REMEMBER? 
S/31/95 #l HATONN 

THIS DAY 

In the GLORY of a new day with its totally won- 
drous ability to renew itself, if nothing more, there is a 
bit of kindled hope for that which abounds in your 
incredible world. Yes indeed, there are things which 
might well bring down the doom and gloom from the 
pain in an earthquake zone, a battlefield, a child’s 
loss-a government in chaos. But, can you not look at 
those things AND MARVEL AND SWELL WITH THE 
WONDERMENT OF THAT WHICH IS TRULY MI- 
RACULOUS? Can you not feel the fresh clean smell of 
laundered clothes instead of only seeing the stack of 
dirty ones? Can you not grace God with allowing that 
which is fresh and new to come from the dirt and 
grime-AND APPRECIATE THE FACT THAT YOU 
EVEN HAVE CLOTHES TO WASH? 

GOD’S HEALING GIFTS 

I am quite amused at responses I am receiving 
regarding our new products which are THE very gift of 
life-and death to disease plague organisms. Most are 
totally appreciative and filled with gratitude. Others 
say, “It can’t work!” Some say, “If you people did it, I 
don’t want anything to do with you or it!” And the best 
yet, “If it is so good why doesn’t God GIVE it to us?” 
And perhaps there is actually one better than that: “If 
God wants me to not have the plague, He will see to it 
that I don’t get it!” Is this not like flying? If God 
wanted you to fly, He would give you wings? He did- 
it is called a BRAIN, .which allows you to both fly and 
have use of arms and HANDS. God doesn’t want you to 
die of plague, so He has sent you that which heals and 
protects-is that so hard to understand? 

If you feel you MUST BE SICK and maimed, 
broken and in pain, so be it. If that is all you have going 
in your “miserable” and “painful” life-SO BE IT! If 
you want Cancer, get it. Ifyou want AIDS, catch it. Do 
anything you want as miserably as you wish and enjoy 
every miserable moment you might have left-but don’t 
suck us into your misery. GOD SENDS WONDROUS 
GIFTS, BUT NOT TO BE SPAT UPON WHILE YOU 
GO ON AND CLAIM PURITY AND ALLOWANCE 
OF MIND-FOR ALL THE MISERABLE, MISFIT 
AND EVIL PEOPLE ABOUNDING. By the way: IT IS 
NOT OK!! 

Our people and myself have had the most scathing 
bunch of hate mail I can imagine-from two little 

ladies in their 80s. I am called a fraud, our team a 
bunch of misfits, liars and cheats-ALL BECAUSE “I” 
WANTED TO GIVE THEM HONOR AND PROTEC- 
TION. So be it; may they rest well in their incredible 
misery and narrow tunnels of isolation. 

I now have to retract suggestions further: send 
yourself flowers in July (second week) and send ME or 
Dharma, or CONTACT, a thank you card, a Happy 
Birthday card, for we must not annoy people [LIKE 
THESE TWO LITTLE OLD LADIES] with our love or 
friendship without written permission. No, if I have to 
have PERMISSION to love you-then I need not even 
recognize you, for you have just denied ME, and in 
denying my presence and possibility, YOU HAVE 
DENIED GOD, for I AM of GOD! 

I asked nothing of anyone save an expression of 
love and thoughtfulness for two pretty isolated ladies 
who are obviously so lonely as to be totally miserable. 
I further only expected the love to be accepted and 
perhaps a place found for a bit of flowered sunshine in 
the dark places as hearts touch. Forget it, readers, we 
tread not where angels’ footsteps are denied. RE- 
LEASE IT AND GET ABOUT OUR FATHER’S BUSI- 
NESS, PLEASE. The FIRST lesson you must learn is 
to RELEASE others from YOUR pressures and annoy- 
ance of presence. If you are parent or spouse, brother 
or sister, you have, PERHAPS AT MOST, a responsi- 
bility to OFFER. Then, if the party no longer be 
CHILD, LET THEM GO!! I do, however, remind you: 
THERE ARE NO ATHEISTS IN A FOXHOLE UN- 
DER FIRE! 

COMMON LA W 

There are movements toward doing the RIGHT 
thing afoot in this nation called America. You will be 
having a meeting in a Kansas city next week that is a 
BEGINNING! I am asking that Rick Martin attend 
AND MR. DIXON OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
CENTER [see pgs. 74-75 of lasf week’s CONTACT]. 
Mr. Dixon KNOWS HOW TO SET UP SATELLITE 
SYSTEMS OF TRUE LAW AND JUDICIAL SER- 
VICE. Can he be spared for the task? Is there alterna- 
tive? We get NO help from other attorneys-SO FAR, 
NONE! Oh, they speak well-but then comes the “fee 
arrangements”! So be it, World-the “FEE” arrange- 
ments are going to TAKE YOUR WORLD and BURY 
IT IN HATE, CRIME AND INJUSTICE. 

There is talk, now, about mistrials and possible 
“PLEA BARGAINS” in the matter of O.J. Simpson. 
Plea Bargain? Two people are DEAD by horremlous 

I marvel at the contradictions WHICH ARE NEVER 
EVEN NOTED. Ms. Cotton either is dumb, or the 
scientific literature is stupid or something. We all sat 
staring at this lovely lady telling us about the “Southern 
Blot” Test. We heard her explain for days how it works, 
what it is and thus and so. But, right off at the start of 
her lectures of incrimination she said that the Southern 
Blot Test was not “Southern” but rather named after the 
MAN WHO INVENTED IT. OH, I have an article here 
which I shall be happy to share with the DEFENSE 
TEAM,, THROUGH GERRY SPENCE, that refers not 
only to the “Southern Blot Test” BUT ALSO m 
NORTHERN BLOT TEST. Now, which is correct? A 
man’s life hangs in the balance of truth and honor and 
KNOWLEDGE-WHICH IS IT? 

Further, it is recognized that if you have a “twin” 
the DNA will be identical if Maternal. Further, in 
cloned animals, man, and DNA-structured ANYTHING, 
you can EASILY produce untold amounts of totally 
IDENTICAL DNA READINGS AND SOLUTIONS, 
TISSUE AND CELLS. ON EITHER A SOUTHERN 
OR NORTHERN BLOT TEST. 

O.J. SHOULD TELL WHAT HE KNOWS-BE- 
CAUSE, YES INDEED, HE DOES KNOW! IF HE 
DIDN’T, HE DOES NOW-BECAUSE WE HAVE HAD 
HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE TELL HIM AND HIS TROOP 
OF ENTERTAINERS WHO ARE SHIFTING ALL HIS 
ASSETS TO THEIR POCKETS. THE COURT JEST- 
ERS ARE FULL-TIME EMPLOYED NOW, AREN’T 
THEY? Well, “This is your life, America.” 

“I’ve been hearing disturbin< 
rumors of a t&over bid. 
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Editor’s note: Parts 1 through 6 of this well 
done historical outlay, of who exactly really ARE 
The Enemy, appeared in the S/9/95 issue of 
CONTACT, pages 43-60; parts 7-12 appeared on 
pages 19-34 in the j/16/95 issue; parts 13-15 
appreared on pages 26-35 in the j/23/95 issue. 

S/31/95 #l HATONN 

We have been absorbed in other material recently 
and I do want to get back to the Dark Forces writings, 
so let us turn to that topic now. 

Since we have started presenting this material, we 
are literally flooded with background research infor- 
mation and documentation of the truth of al1 of this 
material we offer. We don’t even have room to file it, 
much the less, offer it all. We will try, however, for in 
the documentation and PROOF of players perhaps you 
can begin to see clearly, including the duped within the 
very race, tribe, team, color, (WHATEVER) who are 
the first to be deceived. Also, please take note: the 
FIRST PLANNED TO BE TAKEN OUT! There ARE 
Anti-Zionist GROUPS OF JEWS, readers, and it would 
behoove you who call yourselves Jews to check your 
passports for SAFE ZONES-and, if you have none- 
you had better listen up. The non-Talmudic “jew” is 
first in the line of “silence” orders. I don’t make the 
information-I simply report it. 

divided the gold and other spoils so ruthlessly pillaged 
with their Jewish financial benefactors in England and 
elsewhere, the Illuminati turned its attention to other 
matters, apparently not noticing that they had made for 
themselves a very dangerous adversary. His name was 
Napoleon Bonaparte. A disciple of Weishaupt and an 
Illuminatus, Francois Noel Babeuf, who had adopted 
the code-name uGracchusn (a conspiratorial custom of 
all such villains), had set about creating his own con- 
spiracy after the fall of Robespierre and the Directory of 
the Thermidoriens took power in France. Soon, Babeuf’s 
followers numbered 2,000, one of whom was the Mar- 
quis d’hntonelle, formerly a member of the Revolu- 
tionary Tribunal, who intoned: “The State of Commu- 
nism is the only just, the only good one; without this 
state of things no peaceful and really happy societies 
can exist.” By April 1796, Babeuf’s plan of insurrec- 
tion against the Directorate was complete, and the 
famous “Manifesto of the Equals” was published and 
issued to the adepts, again, patterned after the words of 
Weishaupt. But there was also issued a public procla- 
mation which was meant for t,he people of France, 
entitled “Analysis of the Doctrine of Babeuf”. It was 
the veritable Bible of the despotic system known as 
Communism. 

THE DARK SIDE OF THE FORCE 
A Historical Overview of The Occult Conspiracy 

(by D.E.G.) 

[QUOTING, PART 16:] 

Section II 
Architectural Masonry 

Having been driven underground in 1785 by the 
Bavarian Government, after the true purposes of 
Weishaupt’s Illuminati were discovered, according to 
the plan he then laid down for its still secret members 
across Europe, “Freemasonry was habitually adopted as 
a cover,” said Nesta Webster. In that same year, an 
occult organization called the Mystics of Bavaria was 
formed, which years later metamorphosed into the 
Germanen Order. 1785 was also the year that 
Weishaupt’s agents set up the Columbian Lodge of the 
Order of the Illuminati at New York City. The follow- 
ing year, a secret Illuminati Lodge was established in 
Virginia, and was immediately denounced by George 
Washington. With their successes in France. havine 

On the 20th Anniversary of the founding of the 
Bavarian Illuminati, Babeuf planned an insurrection of 
the French proletariat with an army of some 17,000 
people, the “Great Day” being May 1, 1796. It was 
planned that his rabble of streetbunders was to descend 
on the headquarters of the Directory, who were then to 
be butchered. It would have worked had it not been for 
an undercover agent of General Napoleon’s who gave 
the plot away, which eventually led to the capture of 
Babeuf and his fellow Communists. Students of the 
French Revolution and of the later Russian Revolution 
will by now have observed that “Babouvisme and Bolshe- 
vism are identical.” Thus it was that Napoleon in- 
curred the undying enmity of the Illuminati and tbe 
Rothschilds, who would manyyears later conceive the 
plot to have him liquidated-by arsenic poisoning, 
while he languished as their prisoner, in exile. 

But in the meantime, as Eustace Mullins tells us: 
“When Napoleon later marched against Germany, the 
Elector of Hesse asked his good friend, Mayer Amschel 
Rothschild... to hide the money for him. Rothschild 
was glad to do so, and he lent the money in other 
countries at high rates of interest. When Napoleon 
retreated, Rothschild gave the Elector his money back, 
with interest. The Elector was so pleased that he 
begged Rothschild to keep the money and to continue to 

I lend it out for him. As court banker for the Elector, 

Rothschild began to [really] specialize in international 
loans.” (New History of the Jews, Pg. 377). 

Rothschild, who was 45 at the time of the French 
Revolution, by this time had four sons whom he would 
train to become unscrupulous bankers, just like him- 
self, and later establish their own dynasties. They were 
Amrchel (who would stay with him in Frankfort), 
Salomon (who would go to Vienna), Nathan (who 
would set up shop in London), and Carl (who would do 
likewise in Naples). Rothschild’s fifth son, James 
(Jacob) would be born in the midst of the Revolution, 
and he would later on be shipped off to Paris to estab- 
lish his bank. By this time, Rothschild’s patron, 
Wilhelm von Hesse of Hanau (1743- 182 1) was worth 
well over 60 million dollars-and Rothschild had the 
full use of it as though it were his very own. As Count 
Egon Caesar Corti reveals in his beautifully done book, 
The Rise of the House of Rothschild, Mayer Amschel 
Rothschild had by now set up a private bank of his 
own-a “Wechelstube” -where the multifarious cur- 
rency of the Germanies could be exchanged, for a hefty 
profit of course, He had much earlier learned from his 
own father the incredible power of usury, of compound 
interest, which inspired him to counsel his sons as 
follows: “He who controls the purse of a nation, con- 
trols the nation. Permit me to issue and control the 
money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws.” 

This private bank of his functioned in the 
Rothschild’s home in Frankfort, behind the 5-story 
house he shared with the Schiff family. Herein, we 
read, were stored: “documents, contracts, deeds, and... 
strange papers relating to his Highness, Landgrave 
William of Hesse-Cassel. Invisible bonds began to 
connect an underground hole behind the Green Shield 
with the great tower of Wilhelmshoke. Few knew of the 
tie while it was being forged. And no one suspected 
that the tycoon Prince would (one day) be eclipsed by 
the ghetto peddler.. . .n 

Rothschild, continues Corti, had sometime earlier 
begun a special system of bookkeeping in addition to 
the offtcial one. That is, he kept a double set of books, 
as many such people have been known to do to avoid 
taxes and to keep their real transactions private. “In 
the subterranean passages under the Green Shield count- 
ing house the gold mounted, together with packets of 
securities!” By 1796, we find, Rothschild was secretly 
worth 15,000 gold gulden-which made him a multi- 
millionaire by today’s standards. As time went on, 
using his secret German-Yiddish code, al1 letters and 
messages to and from his five sons would go completely 
unnoticed by the world at large. This secret language 
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included a code of pseudonyms, just exactly like the renewal and had the Congress vote it out of business. wearinp, the first a crown. the second a tiara, and the 
Illuminati was known to use at that time. For example, But it was too late, for the enemy had cleverly drained third a sword; they give him a dagger with a black and 
the elder Rothschild was known to his sons as “Arnold?‘, virtually all of the physical gofd out of the U.S. Trea- white blade. The cross, says Ragon, is the phallic 
the Landgrave William as “Herr Soldstein”, and Prince sury and the private hoards of many of the people, thus [Mithraic] Tau. The serpent represnets the evil prin- 
Metternick as “Uncle”. Their English investments effectively bankrupting America and bringing on a ciple; its three heads are the emblem of the abuses or 
were referred to, of all things, as “Stockfish”. In ruinous Depression-exactly as planned 6~ the evil which has entered into the three high classes of 
addition to all this, all the Rothschilds kept in constant Rothschifds and their ilk. society. The heads of the serpent which wears a crown 
touch with one another via carrierpigeons, upon whose indicates the sovereigns; that which wears a tiara or 
legs were attached their cryptic messages. This easily WAR OF 1812 key indicates the Paves; that which carries a sword the 
gave them advance knowledge of everything that was Army...” The dagger here used is “Mithraic, or the 
taking place of interest to them in Western Europe. There then, of course, followed the ruinous War of sickle of Saturn...” Saturn is a code-name for Satan. 
Moreover, as Allen Dulles reveals in his laudatory 1812, fomented against America by the insatiable deni- While taking this degree, the initiate intones the “fierce 
book, The Craft of Intelligence (Pg. 24): “One of the zens of The City of London who completely controlled Nekam Adonai (Vengeance Lord!) [which] has pro- 
great intelligence services of the nineteenth century in the Crown, which resultedin the British military inva- duced the illuminate and the Carbonari...” In the 
Europe was maintained not by a government but by a sion of Washington and the burning down of the White Morning Post (London) of July 4,1920, there appeared 
private firm, the banking house of Rothschild.” Dulles, House. While just the yearbefore, King George III had this most revealing paragraph: “When at length the 
however, does not mention that this intelligence ser- been officially declared insane, the elder Rothschild candidate is admitted into the 30th grade, and aJter 
vice, which actually began back before the French would himself die in Frankfort during 1812, thus rid- going through terrifying ordeals to test his obedience 
Revolution, worked closely with British Intelligence- ding the world of another bloodsucking leech. and secrecy, becomes a Knight Kadosch, he learns 
which they helped finance for their own purposes. He 
also tries to claim that the Rothschild “scoops” via the IMPORTANT ENTRY INTO U.S. 

that it is no longer Adoniram or Hiram whose death 
cries for vengeance. 11 

use of pigeons was nothing but a rumor. OF MASONIC ORDER 
In Virginia Cowles’ exquisitely printed book, The MASONRY IN TROUBLE 

Rothschilds: A Family of Fortune-a project aided and While we’re on the subject of America, in the year IN RUSSIA 
approved by the Rothschild Family itself in the early 1801 the Conspiracy was busy hatching another of its 
1970s-the author hints that it may have been the innumerable plots, this one in Charleston, South Caro- Let us now go back across the Atlantic and see what 
French Revolution that actually started the REAL lina, which you will remember was an early Jewish- has transpired there in the meantime. Reading in this 
Rothschild fortune. She writes: “No one could know controlled slave-trading center. It was in that year and same Masonic publication, The New Age, we learn that 
that the curtain was rising on twenty-five years of war, in that city that the 33rd degree Ancient & Accepted Freemasonry had fallen on hard times in Russia. By 
and that the war would create acute shortages which the Order ofthe Scottish Rite ofFreemasonry established 1794, it seems, Catherine II “changed her attitude... 
Rothschilds would be in a unique position to exploit its American Lodge, with a Charter from the Mother when she became alarmed by the political conditions in 
both for themselves and the Landgrave. As usual, Grand Lodge of London. Its key founders and British France and was told that the members of some Masonic 
infant opportunity seemed to be the child of coinci- agents were the kabbalistic Jews, Isaac DaCosta, Moses Lodges opposed the government. She withdrew her 
dence.” Coincidence? Hardly that, for the Jewish Cohen, Israel DeLieben and Moses Levi. This Lodge protection although she did not order the Lodges closed 
bankers who had fomented all that revolution and was also a key listening-post for British Intelligence, [Big mistake!]. In 1797 Emperor Paul I ordered that 
warfare were counting their fabulous profits before just as were other lodges of its kind in New York City. the meetings of all secret societies, including those of 
they even invested all their shekels with the Freema- As we see in their official publication, The New Age Masonic Lodges, were to be ceased.” But then in 1801, 
sons and the Illuminists. (July 1962, Pgs. S4-55), this Lodge was formed on May upon the advent of Alexander I to the throne, “The anti- 

For his many “patriotic” efforts on behalf of the 31 of that year and “is the birthplace of the Mother Masonic edict was revoked,” and the Czar himself 
House of Hanover, on January 29, 1800, the Roman- Supreme Council of the World”. We further read that: became a Mason. Over the next century, “Masonry 
German Emperor Francis II granted the elder Mayer “Its jurisdiction fhen was the entire United States. existed but did not flourish in Russia.” Oddly enough, 
Amschel Rothschild the title of Imperial Crown Agent. Also, Solomon Lodge No. 1 of Ancient Freemasonry, it was during the patronage of this Czar that the Free- 
In the meantime, Napoleon was on the move, having chartered by the Grand Lodge of England in 1735, was masons adopted the double-headed eagle family crest of 
lead the French Grand Armee that conquered most of organized here on October 23, 1736.” Coincidentally the House of Romanov as their own official emblem. By 
Italy in 1797 and the following year establishing the or otherwise, the northern border of Charleston County 1806, the best known Freemason in Russia was Pozdeev, 
Roman Republic. There then came his expedition into is located exactly on the 33” North Latitude line. Else- who recruited Leon Tolstoy at St. Petersburg, author of 
Egypt. Soon learning of another revolution stirring in where in this publication, on Pg. 48, we learn that their War and Peace. But Masonry, of course, would not 
France, he returned with his forces and himself over- main library contains a rare manuscript dated at around truly “flourish” in Russia until after the Communist 
threw the Directory and set up a Consulate, with 1790 which “contains the Wrst twenty-five degrees, Bolshevik Revolution of 19 17, when its key operatives 
himself as First Consul. In 1803, shortly after the attributed to Morin, and three additional degrees at- would be Lenin and Trotsky. 
Rothschilds had stirred up war between Britain and tributed to Moses Cohen at Jamaica”. 
France, Napoleon offered a huge tract of land (which And what of the higher degrees which this publica- [END QUOTING OF PART 161 
France controlled) in America for just $15 million to tion never mentions? As we read in the rare volume, 
President Thomas Jefferson, whom Napoleon admired. The Trail ofthe SERPENT [H: PAY ATTENTION!] This is a good place to break this chapter for the 
This “Louisiana Purchase” then doubled the size of (London, 1936), written by a former member of the next notable attention is year 1814 when Napoleon is 
the United States at one stroke. The following year, occultic Order of the Golden Dawn who uses the nom de exiled to Elba. This followed the Treaty of Paris which 
Bonaparte crowned himself Napoleon I, Emperor of the plume of “Inquire Within”, the 30th degree Scottish ended the Napoleonic Wars-or at least so it was 
French. All of Europe trembled, for here was a strong- Rite and the 66th Egyptian of Mithraic Rite, as well as “thought”. 
willed man the Conspiracy could not buy or control. the 25th Heredom Rite or Perfection Rite, all contain It is an excellent time, good friends, to CHECK 

the KADOSCH. This chevalier Kadosch (Killer) de- OUT YOUR SURVIVAL SUPPLIES IF YOU RESIDE 
BANKING DESTRUCTION gree of grand inquisitor commemorates the death of AROUND EARTH FAULTS. THERE IS A PLANNED 

IN THE U.S. Grand Master Jacques DeMolay on March 19, 1314. TIT-FOR-TAT SHOW-AND-TELL IN YOUR IMME- 
When a Masonic initiate enters this degree, he sits in a DIATE FUTURE IF THE HOUNDS-OF-HELL ARE 

In the interim, and in the midst of the earlier red-covered room before the Supreme Council: “There NOT CALLED OFF. 
upheaval in France, across the Atlantic to the west is a cross in this sanctuary, u three headed SERPENT Salu. 
there was created a secret branch of the Bank of En- 
gland. In 1791, as Secretary Treasurer of the new 
government in America, Alexander Hamilton set up the 

A News Bite From The Orlando Sentinel, b/2/95: 

first Bank of the United States. Prior to this date there 
had been no Central Bank in North America, but Roth- 

Millions Sipping Polluted Water, 2 Groups Report 
schild and his British cousins changed all that by More than one in live Americans-53 million 
arranging for a Charter from Congress, allowing this 

Working Group. 

new bank to operate for twenty years. During this 
people-unknowingly drink tap water polluted with The groups predicted that deaths would increase 

timeframe, as history records, this Jewish-owned bank 
sewage, lead, radiation or other contaminants, two and water quality would worsen if a House-approved 

all but financially ruined the United States, mainly 
environmental groups said Thursday. bill passes Congress to weaken the 1972 Clean Water 

through its traditional method of usury banking, i.e., Nearly 1,000 deaths each year and at least 400,000 Act. President Clinton has promised to veto such a 

the loaning out of money at very high rates of interest, cases of waterborne illness may be attributed to con- GOP measure. The groups put water from 2 1 cities on 

compound interest. Fortunately, after its Charter ran taminated water, according to a report by the Natural a “watch list.” The only Florida city on the list is New 

out in 1811, then President James Madison vetoed its Resources Defense Council and the Environmental Port Richey in Pasco County. 
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Calling Gerry Spence 
To The Bench! 

HE KEEPS AND THE BUSINESS HE CONDUCTS- 
AND HOW HE CONDUCTS IT. YOU live in a 
“farce”, and when your focus and drive is to enlarge the 
farce instead of responsibly changing the story line, 
you may as well laugh at the Court Jesters for they are 
there for YOUR DECEIVING. 

When you wish change you will get it by unified 
petition to ones who can bring about that change. That 
is, ifyou wish to see court changes brought about-then 
go for attorneys in our own cases who can present these 
ridiculous episodes of embarrassment for what they 
are. Go get Gerry Spence for the Ekkers’ case. It can 
mean operating funds for the Law Center. Get him to 
show up the Nevada cases for the idiocy they have 
become and, in fact, have always been-WHILE MEM- 
BERS OF THE PRIVATE CLUB (BAR ASSOCIA- 

S/30/95 #1 HATONN the fact that the COURT IS BEING CONSTANTLY TION) HAVE MADE HUNDREDS 6F THOUSANDS 

INSULTED AND MADE LAUGHING STOCK WILL OF DOLLARS-NOT GETTING THEM SETTLED. 

Ones advise me to stop speaking of the Jews as in CATCH UP WITH THESE NIT-WITS. THIS DOES THEN, WHENMR. SPENCE WALKS INTO A COURT- 

terms they might misunderstand and consider to be NOT MEAN THAT THEY NECESSARILY LOSE- ROOM-THE JUDGES AND OTHER LAWYERS 

Anti-Semitic. So, henceforth, let it be known that ONLY THAT THEY ARE UNCOVERED AND THE DARENoTACTINTHEIRUSUALHEINoUSMANNER 
Semite is an outgrowth of Shemite. However, it is so WHOLE MESS OF BAD AND ROTTING FISH EX- How do you get him? You EACH and ALL petition 

very confusing and since the ones who only lately POSED. What, after all, is “winning”? Is the prize HIM for taking the cases! You each take up your pen 

called themselves “Jews” (but are NOT) are prone to gold or truth?? Too much gold can be a chain which can and ask him to show you how to bring truth and 

misunderstanding (which they are NOT), I am most wrap about you and will, if you go swimming, sink you integrity BEFORE THE BENCHES. YOU ASK HIM, 

happy to fit into whatever mold you wish as to “words”. and drown you! Usually, moreover, where attorneys AND YOU ASK HIS PETITION OF TRUTH, WOR- 

If these non-Jews wish to consider them- 
selves to be Semites and everyone who 
speaks “of them” are not and are somehow 
anti-Semitic, fine, I am ananti-Semite (by 
their own definition). I am not anti- 
Jewish, -Judean, -Hebrew, or -purple 
people eaters. They are perfectly capable 
and able to call themselves anything they 
like and choose-for it doesn’t make one 
whit of difference what they CALL them- 
selves. I have absolutely no CAUSE TO 
BE ANTI-ANYTHING. 

Mr. Gerry Spence 

Lawyer Horton now claims George 
Green fulfilled his purpose with the stolen 
funds-of getting THE WORD out. Well, 
it certainly has proven to not be the WORD 
OF CHOICE OF THE PHOENIX 
PROJECT. So, since the word gotten out 
is not that for which Mr. Overton pre- 
sented the use of funds-is this not 

& P.O. Box 548 

Jackson Hole, WY 

83001 

THINESS AND INTEGRITY, FORHE HAS 
INTEGRITY HERE WITH WHICH TO 
PRESENT CASES WITHOUT HAVING TO 
CONSIDER THE LACK OF EVEN AN 
IOTA OF TRUTH BEFORE ANY JURY OR 
BENCH. THERE IS EVEN REWARD TO 
BE GAINED FOR THE WINNING OF 
THESE CASES WHICH WILL ALLOW 
GOODLY WORK TO CONTINUE AND 
MOVE FORWARD. JUSTICE IS LIKE 
THAT AND YOU NEED TO SEE IT-IN- 
STEAD OF THE GARBAGE CALLED JUS- 
TICE, BUT IS INJUSTICE. DO YOU FEAR 
SOMEHOW THAT IF I BE PUT ON A 
WITNESS STAND WITH DHARMA THAT 
I SHALL FAIL YOU? NO, I THRIVE IN 
ABILITY TO PRESENT TRUTH AND 
CONFIRMATION OF MY SELF. I WOULD 
HOPE THAT ALL INVOLVED WOULD 
DEMAND MY INVOLVEMENT BEFORE 

grounds, in itself, of fraud proof on the part of Mr. are involved and payoffs so necessary-who wins”any- THE ENCOUNTERS ARE FINISHED. I DO NOT 

Green? Embezzlement annoys the opposition as termi- way”? What can be so important as to cause an attorney NEED MANIFESTATION TO PROVE THE TRUTH 

nology. It is however, the term most suitable. Give us TO LIE TO THE COURTS? I ask that we drop The OF MY BEING-ANY MORE THAN DO YOU! YOU 

other TERMS to use and we shall be happy to CHANGE Wisconsin Report now for they continue to advertise DO NOT SEEM TO HAVE TO TOUCH MR. SPENCE 

OUR LANGUAGE-BUT NOT TRUTH! Mr. David Horton as “the” Constitutional Attorney. FOR ALL OF YOU TO ACCEPT WHO HE IS-WHY 

What term do YOU think suitable for one who takes This man is a fraud and liar and if he will LIE IN ONE DOYOU EXPECT MORE FROM GOD AND HOSTS? 

money, meant for some other entity, for purposes of his INSTANCE-HE IS NOT GOING TO FIGHT FOR Friends, it is surely time for you to deal with WHAT 

own when the full intent is spelled out over and over THE TRUTH OF YOUR CONSTITUTION! He sits on IS and stop “druthering” for until you CHANGE “what 

again- and then says it is HIS? If you are a Board the Board of well-known “Patriot” organizations, He is is” all the “druthers” in the world will do nothing save 

Member, worked out the plan for operation, are an a cheat and a liar. Is this what you wish to have in bring pain and more shack1es. 
officer of same, and publisher of works-how can YOU CONTROL over YOU? So be it. A man will be I salute you who hear and see. I respect you who do 
not then consider possibilities of involvement-when KNOWN FOR HIS ACTIONS AND THE COMPANY not. 1 have “time”-do you? Salu. 
the gold is found in your backyard after you dug the 
hole in which to place it? How can you claim in one 4 News Bite From The Orlando Sentinel. 6/3/95: 
breath that you own nothing of the publications and in 
the other courtroom claim three-quarters-of-a-million 
dollars loss for the publications?? By the way, Mr. 
Green’s investment amounts claimed are increased 
EVERY time Mr. Horton or Abbott writes another 

Double Scourge: AIDS, ‘TB 
document! Does this not sound like Holocaust numbers 
which rise every time you hear the tale from the mouth 
of the would-be Kings? Exacerbate Each Other 

This is simply one more example of that which your 
world has become, shown vividly through the judicial 
system. There is little you can do, save hold on, and the 
liars will finally entangle themselves hopelessly in 
their own ever-changing LIES. Truth eventually shines 
THROUGH because of its unchanging stability. Call- 
ing a “thing” something else-does NOT CHANGE 
FACTS-only illusion. Once you can sort truth, the 
ever-produced illusions and shrouds DO NOT EVEN 
GET YOUR ATTENTION EXCEPT IN THEIR TOTAL 
ABSURDITY. At some point, as in the Green debacles, 

GENEVA -Twin epidemics of AIDS and tuberculosis are spiraling out of control as each 
disease speeds the spread of the other, the World Health Organization said Friday in announcing 
efforts to tackle the double scourge. By the end of the decade, tuberculosis will speed the deaths 
of a third of AIDS sufferes, the U.N. health agency said. The forecast expolsion in AIDS cases, 
especially in Southeast Aisa, is likely to increase the spread of TB, it said. “As a result of past 
neglect, TB has already spiraled out of control, ” said Dr. Paul NUM, head of research for WHO’s 
TB program. 
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Yl- - -1 A 1- -_ - -l- how kwsomer 
length TODAY by Dateline. That should air sometime 
in the next several weeks. It was asked that CONTACT 

1 S be a part of that and we have declined-it is not TIME. 
I do, however, suggest Mr. Martin, Dr. Young and 
others get ready for such interviews. but we want no 
focuszwe are -but a voice of information. Let us 
FOCUS on that which can accomplish CHANGE. 

Won’t Help 
<Continued from Front Page) 

We have now heard it stated publicly on radio so we 
can speak of it here. Dr. Young “is a scientist and one 
of the world’s most recognized scientists in the field of 
LASER TECHNOLOGY”. Dr. Young is a world recog- 
nized scientist in several subjects of current technol- 
WY -not the least of which is Pulse Communication 
Waves. Dr. Sagan is growing MOSS, relatively speak- 
ing. Dr. Young edits CONTACT in his non-time be- 

the game, each happening more powerful and devastat- 
ing than the last until the existence of mankind is at 
stunned immobility. 

IS THERE A “CHANCE” 
FOR HUMANITY? 

Of course! Will you take it, is the point. This is the 
42nd session of the Bilderberg conference which was 
first held in May, 1954 in Oosterbeek, Holland. What 
does that tell you, especially about timing? It tells us 
all that you are within eight years of the PLANNED 
taking over by the New World Order-headed by the 
Khazarian Committee of 300 (Club of Rome) and the 
Bilderbergers. This bunch of Satanic criminals in- 
cludes the Monarchies of several nations, e.g., England 
and the Vatican head of the “Church”, the Pope. 

So what do you have left? A Committee of between 
15 and 20 who have been around LONGER but can rally 
the PEOPLE onto their side-IF THE PEOPLE WAKE 
UP. Which side am I on? Not a lot of “either” but I 
certainly work “with” the smaller, latter Committee 
because FREEDOM of individual Person and State can 
be accomplished through this latter group of powerful 
entities. 

Watch out though, observers, for on the heels of the 
Bilderberg meeting in Switzerland follows a MAJOR 
“take-control of it all” BUSINESS meeting of .“Jews”. 
In Canada alone the Jews are being coordinated into 
“communities” and this is expected to be the largest 
gathering of “Jewish business leaders ever coming from 
[places like] Alberta [Canada]“. You who object to my 
use of the term Jew, I ask: What do they call them- 
selves? 

I am truly amused, however, at “choices”. This 
bunch of puppet-masters choose a mountain in Switzer- 
land which is totally unaccessible to almost everyone. 
It is high and you have to fly into the inhabited area- 
by chopper. There is one tiny “one-way” roadway 
which is all but non-useable. This is the place of James 
Bond intrigue. BUT, THIS PUTS ALL THE MAJOR 
IDIOTS OF ALL TIME AND SPACE ONTO A MOUN- 
TAIN TOP VULNERABLE TO EVERYTHING FROM 
THE UNIVERSE-EXCEPT YOU-THE-PEOPLE! So 
beware-this may well be a set-up of tremendous mag- 
nitude wherein a lot of nice people are going to get 
tumbled about a bit. The Russians have 
COSMOSPI-IERES! I thought it nice to remind everyone. 

BY THE WAY 

“Grandma” writes to tell us that she has had her 
water supply TESTED because she has been reading 
our literature on infestations through water, etc., and is 
getting similar “symptoms” as those of Russell 
(Herman). Indeed the stc..y is interesting and we will 
tell it but not until we meet obligations of this current 
topic of “players in the game”. 

At any rate, a whole reservoir of “cryptosporidium” 
parasites bearing unrecognized viruses is in the toilets 
and IN THE WATER SUPPLY TO THEIR DWELL- 
ING. When presented to the “water department”, they 
said they had no way of testing for such organisms and 

tween his sessions of non-sleep or rest. With EACH 
can’t imagine HOW THEY GOT THERE! I suggest person involved here-there is tremendous background 
GaiaCol, OxySol right AFTER a “parasite cleansing talent available-but our first TASK is the presenting 
program”. Perhaps someone nice can send Grandma a to YOU of information. The other things will come as 
package. But I don’t want to hear BACK that we are the sequence is correct-or never, whichever YOU 
just interested in her money. For one thing, she doesn’t choose. 
have ANY and even though she petitions for input- We are again to the point of not being able to afford 
she accepts it NOT. Moreover, unless we can get some next week’s paper or funds to have the Constitutional 
political assets kicked around into sensibility-she Law Center go to THE MOST IMPORTANT MEET- 
won’t EVER HAVE ANY. This bunch of WORLD ING ON RETURNING INTEGRITY INTO “LAW” 
THUGS DO NOT HONOR AGREEMENTS, CON- THAT YOU WILL EVER HAVE. We sit without 
TRACTS, NOTES, BILLS, CERTIFICATES-OR ability to work while ones go about wasting funds 
EVEN THEMSEL YES!!! bashing and sparring and distracting. It burns me, 

readers. Why should WE continue to take this guff? I 
RONN JACKSON am continually asked if we will have the 144,000? 

144,000 what? If you mean “people” I suggest that we 
Oh grief, again the questions about Mr. Jackson. can hardly locate 44. But, this 44 is going to get this 

Good, I like the attention to the matter and I am going task done! 
to make a statement which may well shock you nice 
readers. Mr. Jackson has made a commitment to YOU ALL GONE-! ! 
and to ME. More than that, ones “above” him in rank 
have made a commitment to me to allow, through him, I watch and find that some ones tuck it all away so 
some input into bringing some orderliness to your nobody can “get it”. There are all manners of ways to 
circumstances. hide the assets-but the big one seems to be “overseas” 

I do not expect his release until AFTER the in “offshore trusts”, etc. HOW ARE YOU GOING TO 
Bilderberg meeting but I WANT HIS RELEASE imme- GET IT BACK INTO YOUR HANDS? UmmHmmnn! 
diately following it, please and THANK YOU. How are you going to make the banks holding those 

There is one going about on the telephone lines, trusts pay off-WHEN THEY ARE IN COLLAPSE? 
bashing Mr. Jackson a bit more than usual. I suggest all HmmHmmnn, I see... What are those Federal Reserve 
ones pay attention to possible distractions. When ones Illuminati notes going to be worth when the Big Boys 
go head-long into destroying another, it is usually take the game and run? What are they going to be worth 
because the destroyer has a lot of embarrassment for when it is found you have HOARDED funds? I further 
self actions at one point or another. Mr. Ronn Jackson want you to look carefully at SELF and check your AGE 
did not legally marry ANYONE within the past few against possibilities. Does the “Government” give you 
years, outside or inside prison. Whatever the circum- what you need’? WILL THEY continue to give you what 
stances, the “legal” records present no certification of you need? You are in the collapse phase-out of WEL- 
any such union. Is this good or bad from 
an “intent” standpoint? Who cares? In- 
tent is between individual and God. 
“What is the tearing down about?” is my 
question! Would YOU break down a 
possibility of reclamation for ALL citi- 
zens to destroy the point of your own 
foolish actions? It happens all the time, 
readers-all the time. I ask that receiv- 
ers of the deluge of complaints, bashings 
and rippings be graciously accepting as 
from one hurt and “scorned” for remem- 
ber: “Hell hath no fury like a woman 
scorned.” Now, the rest of you who just 
might have seen yourself in some cozy 
arrangements with Jimmy Bondito, lis- 
ten up: YOU set yourselves up for hurt 
when your own “reasoning” is screwed- 
up. When we all grow-up into recogni- 
tion of the “name of the REAL game”, 
these things shall possibly pass into back- 
ground scenery. I would gather Mr. Jack- 
son is not going to have much time to 
romance ANYBODY for he has responded 
to the call of a nation and people and that 
leaves LITTLE TIME for romping about 
in the surf at Puerto Rico. 

Mr. Jackson is to be interviewed at 

. 
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FARE programs, good friends. So I repeat: why should has come to be our backbone, readers. They set their insult to the court. I also hope that Mr. Martin will act 
44 people do the work of a minimum of 144,000, much own prtcedent and if you could see the information according to the latest Horton offering to the Supreme 
the less, 6 BILLION? At some point, mankind has to cross-referenced in the lies offered by Greens and Court of Nevada-a paper riddled with lies from start 
make up its collective mind as to whether or not it will attorneys in EVERY CASE ONGOING it would make to finish. As example, he presents above George Green’s 
serve and survive or simply await the consequences of a Mel Brooks comedy take last place. In fact, right off, condition of truth under perjury laws that, for instance, 
inaction. Why have our people been so willing to walk the amount George supposedly put in of his own money Rick Martin, as an employee of E.J. Ekker, received the 
that extra thousand miles’? Because they KNOW what for publication and distribution of “The Word” (which, gold (that Green took), discussed it with Ekker and 
is coming. YOU SIMPLY, AS THE 
MASSES, WAIT. Most actually 
only fear the passage (as well they 
should) and don’t really give a 
damn. That is a big error in judg- 
ment, but so be it-for in the end- 
ing God will search His ledgers 
and there it will be-“he didn’t 
give a damn,” and neither shall 
GOD or His troopers. 

HARD DECISIONS 

This will hurt our own people 
a lot-but if we don’t get some 
input and help before the end of 

Dave Overton 
Health South, Rm. #406 

A??$ 
1215 Red River St. 
Austin, TX 78701 

THEN he (Green) got it. Number one problem: George 
made sure Ekker NEVER would learn of the gold; Rick 
Martin does not, nor ever has, worked FORMr. Ekker- 
BUT, HE DID WORKAS OFFICE MANAGERFOR 
ONE GEORGE GREEN AT THE TIME OF THE 
GOLD SHIPMENTS, TWO OF WHICH, INDEED, 
MR MARTIN SIGNED FOR WITH UPS. I do not 
marvel at the lies, for that has become expected. But 
how can a seated council of the highest law in a State 
allow this from attorneys who have given their oath 
to honor and integrity as ‘officers of the court”? 
The Bar Association says they will simply wait and 
see who wins the case before acting! Pretty neat 
package, isn’t it? Perhaps you readers could drop a 
line about Mr. Horton and Mr. Abbott to the Nevada 
Bar Association also?? [Nevada BarAssociation, 201 

JUNE, we will close the paper, I suspect. Our people thank God, got stopped) has risen in COURT UNDER Las Vegas Blvd. South, Suite 200, Las Vegas, NV 
have paid enough and the assets will not be jeopar- OATH testimony, from a “quarter-of-a-million dol- 89101; phone 702-382-2200 or Fax 702-385-2878.1 
dized. lars” to “well over three-quarters-of-a-million dollars”. Both Horton and Abbott refer to Doris as a “lunatic 

The lawyers have diligently worked at keeping Now, this is just what the “attorneys” are saying-with fringe” (now, doesn’t that begin to sound as familiar a 
things going on and on and the batteries are drained as George it is now into the “millions”. This is what the catch-phrase as “anti-Semitic”). There may be a lot of 
well as the desire to SERVE that which appears to “not STOLEN gold was to have covered, he says of his lunatics around, but Doris is NOT ONE OF THEM. 
give a damn”. sticky-fingered approach from a corporation in which These representatives of the people SWEAR AN AN- 

Alice, for instance, may well be angry at CONTACT he served as a Director. You know: that and other NUAL OATH TO LIE! I kid you not-the joke is on 
for not running her version of self-pity across the costs- LIKE HIDING THE VOLUMES WHICH BEAR YOU, not them, for they know the truth of it. 
world-but I am a bit ticked-off that there would even HIS OWN COPYRIGHT AS PUBLISHER-WHICH, Why do we continue to hang onto these cases? 
be expectation of such a thing! We didn’t pretend to OF COURSE, HE “DOESN’T HAVE ANY OWNER- BECAUSE THIS INVOLVES ONLY TWO, OR A FEW 
marry Ronn Jackson out of some fairyland fantasy. WE SHIP INTEREST IN-AT ALL” (he claims in court, AT MOST, OF THE POPULATION OF THE WORLD, 
DIDN’T KNOW HER OR RONN JACKSON! WE depending on the case in point). Fine-take some more READERS. yoU ARE NEXT! If all of these things 
STILL DON’T KNOW EITHER ONE. However, it is “gold” rope, ladies and gentlemen-the hanging is are upon these people here-HOW MANY do you think 
no longer Ronn who is looking foolish! Ponder it. about to begin! We have an attorney of our own, now, are in worse shape at the hands of the wicked? How 

I am also asked about such as George Green’s new who knows what he is doing as he “catches up” and many pieces of gold and property have been gotten 
contacting of Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien, etc. “on”, and we are gaining on it daily as Gerry Spence’s through these evil tactics of ones who were set forth to 
What about it? I thank George for finally having some office offers more and more interest in the escapades of be your protectors and guardians7 THINK ABOUT 
sense and purpose about VALUES. If George Green Horn, Savings and Loans, RTC rip-offs and people’s IT-FOR THERE, BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD, 
had “stuck with us” he would now be rolling in wealth- rights along with insurance and bonding frauds. If the GO YOU. People now get thrown into jail FOREVER 
BUT, YOU WOULD BE IMPOVERISHED, for OUR “answers” are correct as given by the opposing attorney and found guilty of bombing buildings if they simply 
WORK AND WORD would be without value in its mis- on insurance coverage for a umajor” foreclosure corpo- have fertilizer on their old work clothes. Even the 
interpretation! These are the choices WE have to make ration in this nation, then there is massive lack of touters will say, “Get with it for this is the ’90s and we 
along the journey while people WAKE UP. George coverage for protection of the public- and THAT IN live in ‘modern ’ America.” 
Green may yet come to serve God and Nation-he got ITSELF IS FRAUD! Please, friends, continue to sup- What do YOU have that THEY can’t take? Home? 
a good start and lost his way, no more and no less. port Mr. Spence’s participation [see box on page 7]- No, even if paid for-in full. You have taxes and if you 
These lessons are VALUABLE, and rising above and he will do well against the frauds who allow, finally, pay them not, the property is seized. You pay income 
beyond the lies and FINDING TRUTH STANDING the Satanic death rituals upon babies-as he comes to taxes, gasoline taxes, sales taxes and if you do not do 
TALL AND UNTARNISHED IS NOW A BEAUTIFUL know truth AND we can raise funds to pay for the so-you are arrested as a thief and cheat. You can’t 
REWARD FOR THE TRAUMAS EXPERIENCED investigations. Ah indeed, the Constitutional Law even discipline a child of “yours” without having full 
HERE. YOU HAVE HAD OPPORTUNITY TO Center SHALL become a MAJOR focus for the World. possibility of having that child taken by the State (for 
“PROVE” THAT WHICH WE HAVE OFFERED IN It simply has to be given opportunity and dedication to its protection) without recourse, even if the child lied. 
BOTH WORD AND DEED. GOLD IS A HEAVY truth and honor-of which we have the latter TWO. YOU ARE ENSLAVED, DECEIVED CITIZENS! YOU 
GLEAM IN THE EYE OF THE TRAPPED. I marvel at the audacity of these people in their ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE, DEMANDING MORE 

DAVE OVERTON 

To turn from that to connected subject matter: 
Beloved Dave Overton fell and cracked a vertebra. He 
is resting well now and is in good care. If you wish to 
send him a word of support [see Box on this page] I’m 
sure the place where he is temporarily attended would 
be pleased to bring him any words of encouragement 
you send to him. I am honored to be allowed service to 
this invincible man of total integrity. He saved for a 
lifetime for that gold which George Green and Desired 
buried for their own personal pleasure. His intent for 
service to God was thwarted by the sidetracking-but 
oh my, what a joy to have come to KNOW THIS MAN. 
We go back a long, long way and he can handle his load, 
carrying “donkey” and all. 

We are also completely pleased, now, that George 
and his vile team of leeches used unauthorized and 
unfinished deposition material from Dharma’s deposi- 
tions-having only to do with lawyer’s fees in the 
US&P case. That information, OUT OF CONTEXT, 

I--~--- ~~~~ A News Bite From The Orlando Sentinel, 6lU9S: 

Argentine Town Reels From Virus 
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP) - A mystery 

killer virus that has nestled in a remote Andean 
mountain village has doctors at a loss and local 
residents feeling like social outcasts. 

The virus, which so far has neither name nor 
cure, has claimed four victims since January in 
El Bolson, a village 1,100 miles south of Buenos 
Aires. 

Residents fear the picturesque village, a refuge 
for aging-hippies and renowned for its leisurely life- 
style and nature trails, will be starved of vital tourism 
revenue. 

“We’re being treated like lepers,” said Claudio 
Levi, a 34-year-old artisan. “Last week a television 

crew arrived wearing masks to film what they thought 
was the Latin American plague.” 

Levi said the few tourists who have set foot in El 
Bolson bring their own food and claim the problem 
stems from a lack of hygiene. 

“Public health officials, who think the virus is 
carried by rodents, say it could be a strain of the 
hantavirus that struck the Southwestern United States 
two years ago. 

The virus in El Bolson has flu-like symptoms 
similar to the hantavirus except patients have seri- 
ous breathing problems in the final stage of the 
illness, said Dr. Ana Briggiler, who is studying the 
virus at the laboratory in Buenos Aires. 
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LIES AND MORE OPPRESSION! it is amazing how much gets accomplished! You 
certainly don’t have to waste time hating anyone or 

GERRY SPENCE anything-those things and people take their place in 
full recognition and knowing-and you haven’t wasted 

Are there ones who can make a positive difference, any’hing-only gained for the RESPONSE instead of 
say, a Gerry Spence? Yes indeed-but YOU have to stupid REACTION. 
take the “jump” for most GREAT men will never see Are the Ekkers totally amazing in incredible wis- 
themselves in such light! Most of us are old and tired dom and “smartness”? Well if I am NOT REAL, then 
and want to sit and meditate on the beauty around us as I suppose so, Readers. The “enemies” claim I am 
long as there can re- 
main some beauty- 
and Mr. Spence lives 
in Jackson Hole, 
Wyoming where the 
beauty of the Tetons 
is so magnificent as 
to sicken you of all 
the paintings and in- 
terpretations of 
same-for the insig- 
nificance of a per- 
ception versus the 
“real thing”. How- 
ever, GREAT MEN 
have to live also- 
you know, food and 
shelter? Somehow 
there comes a per- 
ception that Great 

Editor ‘s note: Commander Hatonn has asked 
that all of you out there in reader land find and 
read Gerry Spence’s latest book, recently avail- 
able, called, HOW TO ARGUE AND WIN EVERY 
TIME. 

Especially every attorney, married person or 
adult raising children will find the insight and 
wisdom which Gerry shares to be well worth the 
investment of reading time. 

tion and your Nation, your Citizenry and future-and 
have broken, in treason, those oaths and promises. 
Stop pounding on the truth-bringers because you lack 
the desire and daring to do a damned thing about your 
circumstance save hide your head in the sandbox- 
which you don’t even seem to see is tilled with excre- 
ment. You even face the bad odor from that sandbox 
with the deodorant spray so you hide, which it doesn’t, 
the bad smell. You didn’t notice, People of the World, 
that you have become breathing DEAD, seeking life in 
the deader places while searching for sensual pleasures 
that no longer offer anything except disease and rest- 
lessness. 

Will the epitaph on the tombstone of CONTACT 
read in future generations, “Here lies a gutsy little 
paper who tried...“? Or, will there not even be a 
headstone, so long since will the truth have become 
unimportant? What will be YOUR epitaph?? “He was 
a good slave.“?? “He died waiting for his RAPTURE.“? 
I can tell you now that I and mine are about ready to stop 

“NOT” so I guess that leaves them to be shrewd beyond doing things “for your own good”. You don’t basically 
earthly capability-certainly more shrewd than the want GOODNESS-you prove that you just want more 
LIARS AND CHEATS who befoul the very judicial and more of the share of the spoils of the greedy. Well, 
system. If “I” be evil, as claimed by some of THESE “they” won’t let you have it so you had best start 
SAME PARTIES, then how can I write some 140 now “THINKING”. Ekkers aren’t even in the “gold” case, 
printed journals of TRUTH, GOD AND LIGHT? If unlike stated by Horton and Green. The thrust in any 
Dharma has done it-so be it. Is it not proof that a instance is to simply get the court to honor its OWN 
grandmother can make a difference- without stepping RULING ORDER and send the gold, known about- 
forth from her place of dwelling? back to its owner. How interesting that Green and his 

At her hands and mind we have offered TRUTH, buddies still shout to the courts that Ekkers will end up 
products of LIFE, PRODUCTS OF SURVIVAL, prod- with the gold! Ekkers wouldn’t end up with the gold if 
ucts ofSECURITY AGAINSTDISEASE ORGANISMS, it was handed over today. George judges al1 by his 
ACTUALLY, EVEN THE BREAD OF LIFE-WITH- OWN ACTIONS. And, if it is TRUE, as George says, 
OUT LEAVING HER DWELLING-WHICH WAS that it was intended for the Ekkers, does that not tell 
STOLEN BY FORCE FROM HER. I would suggest you that it was NOT intended for him? You simply 
that our team is NOT A SHABBY ONE!! ANY ONE of can’t have it both ways-especially when it is NEI- 
our team players can sit on any council, any witness THER WAY. It was intended for the Phoenix Institute 
chair in any court-AND SIMPLY TELL TRUTH. Is wherein all of you have interest. This is not a PER- 
that not a good position in which to find self when the SONAL theft of some kind-this is embezzlement from 
arrogant cheats and liars come against you? George one’s OWN corporation and YOU-THE-PEOPLE. La- 
Green is already discredited by his own words and be1 it however you wish and by whatever other lie- 
actions. Dharma and E. J. CAN NEVER BE DISCRED- there are now at least ten different stories-entered 
ITED, FOR THEIRS IS ONGOING TRUTH-EVERY into court records, BY GREEN AND ATTORNEYS. 
TIME, EACH TIME. WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER Ten, I believe you will find, is a gross underaccounting 
BE? How can this be? Well, for one reason, it is of the number of major story-line changes in and from 
RIGHT. Another reason is that by discrediting selves- the middle of the stream. 
the discrediting falls over onto me-and if I err, so be Worse, Green and his attorneys are about to get 
it, but NEVER SHALL MANKIND FIND ME LACK- John Schroepfer’s former bondage holders hanged for 
ING IN INTEGRITY, TRUTH, HONOR OR GODLI- their lies, mismanagement, attempted false imprison- 
NESS. I FIND THAT A SUPERBLY GRATIFYING ment, etc. I sincerely don’t believe that a note to Mark 
POSITION IN WHICH TO FIND MYSELF-FOR Phillips from George Green patting Mark on the back 
GOOD IS SUPPOSED TO WIN, AUDIENCE-R& for his “good works” is worth too much. John’s stepson 
MEMBER? who has George for a guide and Abbott for an at- 

Why do I feel a need to “bash” the Freemasons and torney-is about to self-destruct in his lies-and is 
Zionist One Worlders? I don’t BASH anyone or any- about ready to “turn State’s evidence” to save his own 
thing. I am going to tell the truth AS DOCUMENTED hide. Isn’t that the way of it? We might even find more 
FROM ONSET OF HISTORY, If that smashes toes in forgiveness for the errors of intent when he finally 
the process, so be it. Further, these people are not your spills the inside beans on those Green accomplices who 
“friends” and allies-THEY ARE THE ENEMY OF gave him all that “GOOD ADVICE”. He already took 
HUMANKIND AND GOODNESS. THEY ARE THE over $11,000 out of John’s “stolen account” and paid it 
ANTI-CHRIST OF WHICH YOU TOSS THE TERM to George Abbott for all those false legal shenani- 
ABOUT CONTINUALLY. All the “druthers” I could gans-which also suck into the conspiracy, local attor- 
conjure would not change an iota of that fact. THEY neys and ex-judges. It simply couldn’t happen to a 
can change if you insist they change-I WILL NOT. I more deserving group of “takers”. My, my, what a 
AND MINE STAND TOTALLY AND SOUNDLY ON tangled web we weave when first we practice to de- 
THE ROCK OF TRUTH, FREEDOM, LIGHTED GOD ceive-especially, GOD! 
AND CREATION/CREATOR. I SHALL lIOT DI- I want to turn back to the subject of Dark Forces 
GRESS FOR EVEN A MOMENT IN YOUR PER- because (D.E.G.) is to the page where we connect the 
CEIVED TIME-FOR I AM, AND, IN BEING, I REP- Bilderbergers. Interesting coincidence? Oh, I don’t 
RESENT WHAT YOU TOO CAN ALSO BECOME. think you will find many “coincidences” here. Thank you. 

Men should not have ANYTHING. Well, who in the 
world would follow anyone in the gutter? Great Men 
should have the ability to show by EXAMPLE that there 
are BETTER WAYS, ABUNDANT WAYS IN HONOR, 
and a possible REASON for improving attitudes and 
laws, justice and honor. I do not wish to sit in your 
gutter with the wine bottle to drown my existence. 
GOD IS ABUNDANCE; HOW CAME YOUTO THINK 
POVERTY AND “NOTHING” IS EVEN WORTHY OF 
GOD? YOU INDEED DO NEED TO CHANGE 
THINGS-STARTING WITH YOURATTITUDE AND 
YOURSELF! 

LOOK OUT FOR ONE LETHAL 
SENIOR CITIZEN 

My more amusing vision is of this Grandmother of 
almost 64 years, who hardly leaves her basement, as the 
total villain presented by Green, Gritz and other “Gs”. 
(Perhaps Golly Gheeze.) How can you “do in” a self- 
proclaimed business man of worldly stature, expert in 
business, banking, internatibnal business, real estate, 
“Mr. Mall Developer”, Publisher, owner of a Bank, 
world traveler and radio personality, Beverly Hills 
property owner, Costa Rica property owner and mar- 
ried to a sweet young doll, developer of the very pro- 
gram he now claims is a PONZI scheme, etc.? AND 
Col. Gritz, most decorated soldier from Vietnam, sur- 
vival trainer, gun expert, international drug smuggling 
discloser, Presidential candidate and on and on and 
on-has such problems with this secretary? Tell me, 
pray, how this one chubby.typist can upset so many 
people of such great renown? How can the entire of the 
legal community of Nevada and top Savings and Loan 
organizations, the RTC and other Grabbers, be so 
damned concerned about this little old grandma and 
grandpa-who never leave the community!!?? How 
much DAMAGE can they do from a basement that is not 
even theirs? The computers are not even theirs! They 
don’t even get help with food stamps any more because 
they went onto early Social Security before the program 
closed. Are these two people instrumental in impacting 
the world? They don’t even effort to impact the world- 
but YES INDEED! Further, through their willingness 
to reach out and “risk it”, they follow suggestions and 
keep clean and clear while others assemble as they hear 
the call, and YES, you can find and reclaim freedom. 
Meanwhile, having NOTHING left, becomes their very 
security blanket from this evil world of intruders, 
takers and breakers. When VALUES are in perspective 

CONTACT’S TOMBSTONE? 

If, for instance, we have to close down the paper- 
we shall do so for we will not cheat or steal, lie or beg 
further for help. Our people are weary and they gain 
less than do you-from FREEDOM AND RIGHTEOUS- 
NESS. 

Go to the ones, to complain, who have taken oaths 
to protect, serve and honor to all extent, your Constitu- 
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Treasonous ADL Propaganda 
From Mishpucka Agent, 

Sen, Dianne Feinstein 
NOTICE TO THE PEOPLE 

by Gary Wean 

May 31, 1995 

I came into possession of a “super-confidential” 
letter [see below rig& ] composed by Dianne Feinstein 
during her 1992 campaign for United States Senator. 
Under her strictest of orders this letter was sent m to 
Jews-asking for money. 

But what was she pledging7 What was she offering 
to the Jews’? Dianne Feinstein was giving away, “hand- 
ing-over” the United States of America to the ADL 
Mishpucka. 

Dianne Feinstein, like the evil, treasonous Rabbi 
Meir Kahane, has dual-citizenship; her only concern is 
for Israel-like the Rabbi, she flies there regularly and 
often. Feinstein’s letter outlines outrageous, undeni- 
able evidence that her e loyalty is to the Jews and a 
foreign country, Israel. 

At the very beginninq, the first paragraph of her 
letter, Dianne talks of her old friends in Israel, reaf- 
firms her personal commitment to the existence, secu- 
rity and flourishing of Israel. Who does she pledge to 
support as a U.S. Senator (sure as hell not America). “I 
intend to be an outspoken and vigilant supporter of the 
state of Israel.” 

Fourth paragraph: “My own commitment to Israel 
is long-standing and deeply rooted.” Her grandfather, 
Sam Goldman left Poland in 1890, made his way to 
Boston, then San Francisco. There he opened two 
stores. Did old “Sam” assimilate into this nation? Was 
he filled with gratitude? Did he do something for 
America7 Hell no! Old Sam Goldman was too busy 
making money, Jew-style. He buiit three synagogues in 
California and founded the Hebrew Free Loan Associa- 
tion. (Did good old Sam charge interest with his “Free 
Loans”?) 

Read paragraph eight carefully. Dianne says, “I 
tried to do as my grandfather did-to give back to the 
community I belong to.” Think about that. What 
community does she belong to-America or Israel? 
Here’s your answer: “When I became Mayor of San 
Francisco, I helped build a Holocaust memorial on &y 
land (taxpayers’ property), a stirring monument to 
those who suffered so terribly.” First of all, everybody 
knows the Holocaust never happened-the Jews aren’t 
the only people who have suffered; and second, how are 
our children and our grandchildren involved in their 
so-called Holocaust which allegedly happened over 
fifty years ago in Europe-another continent. 

Feinstein’s &concern is for Israel in peril, quote, 
“I intend to go to the Senate committed to maintaining 

a strong and lasting U.S-Israel relationship. Since 
1948, Israel’s struggle for survival has cost twenty 
thousand of her sons and daughters and that struggle 
continues today.” 

But know this, Israel attacked Lebanon and killed 
hundreds of thousands of innocent men, women, and 
children, but when Israeli soldiers started getting killed, 
they quickly asked the U.S. to send in American sol- 
diers to protect them. Over three hundred American 
servicemen were blown up and killed because they were 
trying to protect the Jews. The Jews killed and wounded 
nearly every sailor on the U.S.S. Liberty and strafed 
their life boats in unabated attack for several hours. 

Dianne Feinstein says, “Go to Israel and see how 
beautiful it is.” But while you are there, be sure to visit 
the terrible prison camps where the Jews herd and 
confine the Arabs after they steal their land. The so- 
called death camps during WWII are rest homes com- 
pared to what Feinstein’s Jews are doing to the Arabs. 

Feinstein screams, “The last thing Israel needs is 
George Bush throwing roadblocks in Israel’s way by 
senseless delay on loan guarantees,” and she, “took as 
a very deep, personal affront, as a Jew, the President’s 
comments about the ‘Jewish Lobby’ swarming over 
Capitol Hill.” 

What Feinstein is whining about here is the 10 
billion dollars the Jews demanded from America. The 
American people don’t owe the Jews one single dime. 
The American people work for every dime they’ve got 
and Feinstein and the rest of the Jews can do the same. 

Feinstein talks about hate-but she is filled with 
such hate for Christian Americans that it bursts out 
from her pores. Outside of stealing Americans’ money, 
Feinstein’s all-encompassing goal is to strip Ameri- 
cans of their guns. 

Feinstein has just arranged with Israel for a free 
trip to Israel for all the new Senators and Representa- 
tives and their spouses that we just elected to look out 
for America’s interests. They will be indoctrinated by 
the Jews’ propaganda that their first loyalty and con- 
cern must be to Israel. 

The American people of every state in the Union 
must write letters, make phone calls, and send faxes to 
each and every one of these elected persons, that if they 
take this FREE trip to Israel, they have only a few 
months left in office and they will be gone. 

And no wonder that every country in the world 
hates America and Americans and wishes us evil. Note 
the following countries: Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech 
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Maldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, and 
Ukraine-on April 5, 1995 Feinstein, Specter and 
Schumer gave orders to the following congressmen: 

Dole, Helms, PeII, Daschle, Gingrich, Gilman, 
Hamilton, and Gephardt that they must put pressure 
(harsh threats) against these countries stressing that 
even though they have already made restitution to Jews, 
they must make further restitution for the Jews. 

They have ordered Secretary of State Warren Chris- 
topher to notify these countries that if they don’t give 
the Jews further restitution, they will face the wrath of 
America. Robert Dole says that this a “matter of both 
law and justice”. 

What right does America have to bludgeon all the 
countries of the world and interfere with their internal, 
sovereign affairs on behalf of Jews? We are Americans. 
Robert Dole and Jesse Helms and al1 the rest of these 
old treasonous scumbags who have led us into this 
horrible trap for years must be removed, immediately. 
All the new ones who are eager to run to Israel to get 
their orders also must be removed immediately. 

America must look to our own internal affairs- 
preserve our own sovereignty. 

Feinstein says Israel is in peril. Forget Israel- 
that’s their problem. America is in far greater peril. 
Let’s look to that. Write letters, phone, and fax. 
Everybody in America-I mean everybody-let them 
know we aren’t about to take it anymore. 

/s/Gary L. Wean 

Letter From 
Dianne Feinstein 

Dear Friend, 
Not long ago, I had the privilege of returning to 

Israel as part of the President’s Mission of the UJA. It 
was a chance to reacquaint myself with old friends- 
and to re-affirm my personal commitment to the exist- 
ence, security and flourishing of the state qf Israel. 

To me, this visit was a fitting prelude to my 1992 
campaign for the United States Senate-because, in the 
Senate, I intend to be an outspoken and vigilant sup- 
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Especially in lobby swarming over Capitol Hill”. Jewish Americans 
times like these, have every right to present our interests and points of 
we need Senators view to members of Congress; and when the day comes 
who understand that we don’t have that right, this will no longer be the 
that. I will be that United States of America. 
kind of Senator. We must remain constantly vigilant not only in our 

When I vis- defense of Israel, but also in our resistance to anti- 
ited Jerusalem a Semitism in the life of our own nation. The fact that 
few months ago, David Duke has been able to build a constituency for 
I went up to the hate across America is a frightening reminder that 
Haas Promenade there are no permanent victories in our battle against 
and looked out intolerance and prejudice. 
over the City. I It is because I understand this that I am running for 
saw busloads of the United States Senate, and it is because I know you 
Ethiopian Jews understand that I am turning to you for support. You 
and Jews from the can count on me to stand up for Israel and against 
Soviet Union ar- prejudice. Now, I need to count on you to stand with me 
riving to share in one of the most critical elections of 1992-the 
the view of this California Senate race. Together, we can play our vital 
holiest of cities role in protecting the security of a nation that deserves 
withunparalleled the friendship and respect of freedom-loving people 

porter of the state of Israel. I need you to support my thankfulness and awe. 
expressions of everywhere. 

If you share my views, if you share my all-abiding 
campaign because, at a particularly crucial time in its Each of us should be proud and thankful for the commitment to peace and security for Israel, now is the 
history, Israel urgently needs committed friends in the energy, spirit and commitment with which Israel is time for you to act. Pleas send a generous contribution 
United States Senate. handling the Exodus. Israel and her leaders are work- of $500, $250, $100, or even $50-and, I urge you, send 

If you’ve been to Jerusalem, you know what the old 
city is like when the sun is setting, what it’s like to be 

ing hard to build the kind of housing and job opportu- it today. 
nities necessary to properly repatriate 1 million ex- 

at the Western Wall, what a thrill it is to walk down the petted refugees. 
excavated passageway where giant blocks of Herodian It is not an easy task. It is like taking a country the 

u Sincerely, 

Is/ Dianne Feinstein 
stones form the base of the original Temple of Solomon. size of France and bringing it into America. The last 
And, of course, today one sees the welcome presence of thing Israel needs is George Bush throwing roadblocks P.S. Unfortunately, the Middle East is not the only 
Soviet and Ethiopian Jews as they settle into a new way in her way by senseless delay on loan guarantees aimed place in the world filled with hatred. Right now, David 
of life. at easing the burden of repatriation. Duke wants to bring his message of hate to Washing- 

Especially in these momentous hours, one cannot I, for one, took as a very deep, personal affront, as ton. The time to fight back is now and, with your help, 
visit Israel and return to America without a deepened a Jew, the President’s comments about the “Jewish that’s what I intend to do. 
commitment to a nation where our people worship God, 
unabashedly, in a homeland for the Jewish people. My 
own commitment to Israel is long-standing and deeply 
rooted. 

My grandfather, Sam Goldman, left his small Pol- 
ish town near the Russian border in 1890 at the age of 
fourteen to escape the pogroms that abused and brutal- 
ized Jews during that time. 

Alone, he stowed away on a ship bound for America, 
and landed in Boston where he worked as a cobbler, 
making shoes for handicapped feet. Eventually, he 
worked his way out West to San Francisco where he met 
and married another immigrant, Lily Kaflin, and opened 
two small stores on Mission and Market Streets. 

In the course of his life, my grandfather founded 
three synagogues in California. He was active in 
founding the Hebrew Free Loan Association and in 
supporting the Jewish Home for the Aged. I’ve tried to 
do as my grandfather did-give back to the community 
I belong to. When I became Mayor of San Francisco, I 
helped build a Holocaust memorial on city land-a 
stirring monument to those who suffered so terribly. I 
led a delegation to Israel and re-energized the San 
Francisco-Haifa Sister City relationship. I spoke out 
and worked tirelessly to make it clear that our city 
simply would not tolerate hate and discrimination. 

Now, in a time of opportunity and peril for the state 
of Israel, I intend to go to the Senate committed to 
maintaining a strong and lasting U.S.-Israel relation- 
ship. Since 1948, Israel has struggled mightily to 
survive. That struggle for survival has cost Israel 
twenty thousand of her sons and daughters and that 
struggle continues today. 

America’s bond with Israel is both strategic and 
moral. That bond must never be broken, never wealc- 
ened by those who seek to drive a wedge between Israel 
and the United States. As the only true democracy in the 
Middle East, Israel is an indispensable ally. As a 
nation whose strategic position, strength, stability, and 
reliability we can count on, Israel has earned a right to 
expect our unswerving friendship. 

In a world characterized by ever-shifting alliances 
between nations, Israel is a true and steadfast friend. 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 86.00 for 
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise 
noted. Postage is included in tape prices. 

Please send check or money order to: m?Z LUoR73, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you 
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatics//y receive tapes from future meetings, 
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. 
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most 
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, 
and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

5/l /94 (2);5/8/94(2) Mother’s Day; 5/l 4/94(3); S/29/94(2); 
6/l 8/94(2);7,‘3/94(3); 7/24/94(2); 7/26/94(2); 7/3 l/94(2); 
8/6/94(2); 8/l 4/94(2); 8/28/94(2); 9/l l/94(2); 9,‘25/94 (2); 
1 O/l O/94 Columbus Day(5);l O/28 & 30(4);11/6/94(2); 11/20/94(2);1 l/27/94(2); 
12/l l/94(2); 12/l 8/94(3);1/8/95(2); 1 /l S/95(3) Norio Hayakawa & Jordan Maxwell; 
1/22/95(2);2/5/95(2); 
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism; 
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell; 
3/5/95(l); 3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95 (2); 
4/g/95(5) Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew; 
4/23/95(2) Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone; 
5/l 81 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; S/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3). 



Tightening Our Belts 
Here At CONTACT 
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SAD CHOICES 
BUT WONDERFUL NEWS 

Readers, there will always be hard choices along 
our pathways. We, for instance, started with a little 
pamphlet-sized paper we called the PHOENIX JOUR- 
NAL EXPRESS. We did that so that you out there could 
faster get some of the critical information we were 
sharing, guide your hands 
and minds to some better 
ways of doing things and 
protecting selves. We then 
moved into a “paper” with 
genuine newsprint and press 
layout called THE PHOE- 
NIX LIBERATOR. Then we 
had to close that paper as 
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funds were drained and le- 
gal charges became whirl- 
winds about us. George 
Green, who had been the 
publisher, took what funds 
were remaining from sub- 
scriptions, promised 
monthly “help” for the pa- 
per, etc., moved to Carson \ 

City, Nevada and we never 
received a dime of either. 
No one here in California 
knew that with him he took 
probably half a million dol- 
lars in coins of silver and 
gold and untold amounts of 
“gifts”, which were never 
noted or shared, in addition. 
But the hardest for the pa- 

repaid the funds in full. However, this last year came 
another “call” and it was BIG. There was, at the same 
time, bad information going out from some “real cor- 
rupters” here who didn’t have the vaguest idea what 
they were espousing, and wanted funds for their own 
separate interests, and some major participants did not 
see fit to meet the call. That meant that gold had to be 
sacrificed to meet the “call”. This action hurt every- 
body but mainly left the participants without gold 
backup collateral. Banks don’t care much about what 

Choices needed to be made this week and, there- 
fore, you will find a sad Editor in Dr. Young who is 
trying to explain our “choices” and why the paper is 
small. [Editor’s notee: Commander Hutonn is olready 
doing a vividjob of conveying that explanation!] There 
should be none at all, but you are coming into massive 
infestation of genuine plague-quality diseases and more 
demineralized food supplies and we cannot, if at all 
possible, cease to offer some modicum of input and help 
as we make it through these days. 

I need to, right here, remind you that you are 
getting something here that, even if you mix, stir, 
rearrange, etc., you cannot “match”. After all the 
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Available NOW! 
From New Gaia Products 

Colloidal Silver & Trace AU, 
suspended in a distilled water fluid. 
See Next-To-Last Page for ordering, 

$10 for 2-0~. bottle. 

payments do not even now pay for printing and half the 
postage. But there has been the realization that most of 
you readers have done everything you could, already 
used up reserves “searching”, and we simply have to 
make it THROUGH as we can-TOGETHER. It is 
running about $6,000 PER WEEK now to put the paper 
to press. This considers NO running costs, personnel, 
office rent, nothing-just hard costs. 

COLLOIDS 
& SOLUTIONS 

Silver colloids alone will 

stirring, boiling, elec- 
trification, col- 
loidalizing both cata- 
lytically (OxySol) and 
through electrolysis 
(GaiaCol), we add Drias 
in the form of 
Gaiandriana. 
Gaiandriana itself bears 
the higher solar energy 
directly incoming from 
solar space. That fre- 
quency borne in the 
Drios and Drianas is 
productive of totally 
perfect DNA/RNA 
matching or merging 
with ANY cellular 
structure introduced. 
So, when we have the 
colloids at the right fre- 
quency for their particu- 
lar tonal octave (color), 
we introduce the Drias 
with an already locked- 
in solar frequency and 
watch the conversion 
happen. 

knock out about all the per (for the other things were not known at the time) 
was never returning the subscription funds, so the 
LIBERATOR was in total debt from that changeover 
and CONTACT started its life like YOUR CHILDREN 
ARE DOING NOW-IN DEBT-WITH FEW HANDS 
FOR LABOR AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES THAT 
CAN’T EVEN SUPPORT A TINY PAPER MUCH THE 
LESS A PAPER, WE FEEL, THAT STILL DOES NOT 
HAVE ENOUGH SPACE FOR WHAT YOU UR- 
GENTLY DESERVE TO HAVE. 

The paper had a choice of merging with another 
“going out of business” operation or simply closing. 
This was the birth of CONTACT. The merger was 
accomplished and, as I recall, there was not so much as 
one paper lapse in service. 

Usury (interest) on the loans to the Phoenix Insti- 
tute For Research 8 Education, Ltd. by the Banks is 
incredible as an added burden, so limitations are al- 
ways present until gold flies through the roof. A few 
people have made up enough contributions, and made 
loans to the Institute earmarked for CONTACT to stay 
in press. When this happens, though, the full loan is 
given over to CONTACT, while the Institute takes up 
the interest payments. 

Worse., there came a call on the gold margins and 
the Institute made arrangements to cover that call and 

YOU have or want. Worse, some people consider that 
the Institute is simply E.J. Ekker and, after the legal 
escapades of George Green, refer to it in court thusly. 
NO, the Institute is recognized, even in metals and 
banking circles, as a most viable and well-run, well- 
managed corporation THAT AL WAYS RUNS ON THE 
BASIS OF TOTAL REGULATION REQUIREMENTS 
AND ACCORDING TO ALL BUSINESS CONTROLS 
AND CORPORATION LAWS!!! Green left with not 
only the paper subscription fees, the gifts, and the 
actual “investments”, but also with all the journals 
bearing his trademark information. He made a verbal 
deal for 50% of the profits of journal sales to the 
Institute (guess how that has worked out) and 10% of 
all his sales to the paper, etc. He NOW claims through 
his attorneys that he took all those funds to cover his 
now up to three-quarters-of-a-million dollars in costs 
to him personally. (771) Creative financing or what? 
Well, it is “or what” because the “creative financing” 
has caught up with HIM AND HIS ATTORNEYS. The 
least that liars should do is remember the first lie! Oh 
well! 

There was full knowing that the PLAN of the Elite, 
as outlaid by them in their Protocols, was to increase 
the cost of postage to stop all independent media from 
ability to communicate. It works, for the subscription 

currently experienced (and recognized) microbes (650 
TESTED organisms). The silver-saturated colloidal 
solution is upgraded by gold electrodes to the violet 
ray; this is a transmutation of the silver (golden egg- 
yellow color) to and past the rosy-light-lavender of 
gold’s color and into the violet color of the combined 
but much higher frequency of actual “transmutation”. 
Big words? No, alchemy, scientifically proven in any 
lab worth its weight in lead slugs. We then add 
Gaiandriana which immediately begins to change ev- 
erything in an effort to move right up and off the 
instruments-because it is converting the solution into 
total ENERGY, which becomes a state of WHITE 
LIGHT, which is a compilation of all things inclusive. 
Gaiandriana is already, as we deliver it, a FULL SPEC- 
TRUM CELLULAR FORM. 

WHY THIS LECTURE? 

YOU WILL GET YOUR COLLOIDSAND MAYBE 
SOME OF YOU WILL MISUNDERSTAND INSTRUC- 
TIONS AND SET IT IN THE SUN. THA T IS FINE 
BUT WHAT YOU WILL WITNESS IS A CHANGING 
FROM WITHIN AS THE SOLUTION WILL BEGIN 
TO TURNCLOUDYAND CHANGE COLORS UNTIL 
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WITHIN A FEW DAYS 
THERE IS ONLY 
CLOUDY AND NO 
COLOR-EVENTU- 
ALLY THEDRIAS WILL 
CONVERT ALL PAR- 
TICULA TE (INCL UD- 
ING THE 
COLLOIDALIZED PAR- 
TICULATE) AND THE 
FREQUENCY COLOR 
WILL BE TRANS- 
MUTED. THE DRIAS 
WILL FINALLY COM- 
PLETELY CONVERT 
ALL CONTENTS OF 
THE BOTTLE INTO 
CLEAR LIQUID WHICH 
IS FLA VORLESS-BUT 
OFF THE MEASURING 
DEVICES AS TO FRE- 
Q UENC Y ENERGY 
CONTENT. SOME IN- 
S TR UMEN TS WILL 
MOVE OFF THE 
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and things are on track but 
that he can’t do anything 
from “inside”. Well, the 
latter circumstance is cer- 
tainly true and I have no 
reason to disbelieve Mr. 
Jackson’s intent or capabil- 
ity. 

We have one or two la- 
dies, however, who feel 
slighted and scorned and 
who are trying to stop his 
release as he waited for 
clearance to be in Califor- 
nia. So, my suggestion has 
been, and STILL IS, for him 
to immediately change his 
request to NEVADA and let 
us get on with the alterna- 
tives LATER! 

Please see to it that Mr. 
Jackson gets this last mes- 
sage. All bets are “off’ with 
the Elite Club of Rome and 
Bilderbergers. They will 

SCALE, STARTING meet some obligatory agree- 
OVER ON THEINSTRUMENTFOR LACK OFANY- beginning. There is now enough to accept orders for ments, BUT, they are going to continue their press 
WHERE TOMOVE THENEEDLESOF THE GUAGE. increased quantity order and for an enlarging commu- across the world for domination. That is not my 

In the colloids we are NOT seeking the above nity of users. We sincerely thank you readers for business but they are in “high level status” 
reaction, please. If you do this you will enjoy the allowing us this extra time. We had to start with agreement to allow flow of some needs for our 
change and it is certainly a marvelous product-but it suitable equipment and hard metal. You have been mission. Remember, readers, a DEAD world is of no 
is no longer the colloid solution you thought you had. wonderful to us and some have sent gifts of either metal use to them either -however, they will choose the dead 
You have just watched the very transformation of life itself (gold, silver) or funds for same to use for the world over losing. I don’t need that kind of bargain- 
form into energy form of perfect DNA/RNA cellular colloids. Let us say, here, that this does indeed, when ing-for WE HAVE BETTER, hold it in your hearts. 
translation. You NEED gold and silver PARTICU- DNA structures adapt one to another- make us “blood However, the more important of the Committees don’t 
LATE available to your own body structure so these brothers”, and I find that a rather nice and comfortable want to see destruction of either God’s present creation 
wondrous little Drias can have a resource to work their connection. or destruction of the nation of the United States of 
wonders within the body-so don’t go about gaining America. They will also allow continuation of the 
frequency in this manner. We have introduced a LOT RONN JACKSON depopulation of the world-but their intent is to bring 
of the colloids into the Gaiandriana, matured the Drias, back morality and fundamental freedom of humankind 
and if you take your regular intake of Gaiandriana, etc., Ronn continues to assure us that as quickly as he along the pathway here. It behooves us to assist wherein 
you are going to have the best of BOTH WHILE the gains release so that he can “do business” he can we can do so. 
Colloids are able to do their separate, and apart from, arrange to get support to us and others. I can’t KNOW 
work. what Mr. Jackson can or will do-BUT I DO KNOW PROGRESS 

The “miracles” are already being reported back to WHAT THE ARRANGEMENTS ARE ON THE LEVEL 
us and inquiries are getting hot and heavy here so we ABOVE HIS OWN CHOICES. THERE IS AN AGREE- Now, back to the reason for this writing, please. It 
caution you to never tell anyone that WE CURE ANY- MENT BETWEEN THE COMMAND AND THOSE was decided to have a small, or no, paper this week in 
THING. If anyone is cured, then that ONE cured self. “COMMITTEE” MEMBERS ABOVE HIS LEVEL OF order to scrape together enough funds to send Mr. 
There is a very substantial reason that ONE healed or FUNCTIONING TO USE HIM AS THE LIAISON Martin (CONTACT) and Mr. Dixon (Constitutional 
protected self BUT don’t feel it necessary to explain it. FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OUR NEEDS. But Law Cenfer) back to Witchita, Kansas for the Common 
Hand people this information we have been offering will he do his job? I certainly do believe so- he has Law Grand Jury assembly. It was most important to us 
and let it be. The Big Boys are GOING TO NEED THIS everything to gain and not a thing to lose. He says he that they be there because, from upstart of CLC, this has 
ALSO so let us share as we can but don’t go try, any of is contacted continually by “those parties” in the “pull” been the major project for Mr. Dixon. E.J. Ekker, yes, 
you, to save the world with OUR PRODUCTS. You will 
just find it impossible. Word of mouth is the best t 
advertiser. Results from intake of these solutions are 
producing such instant and overnight “wonders” as to 
shock everyone and I marvel at why that would be so, 
for if you reproduce and replace bad bricks in a wall you 
simply have what you started with-a perfect brick-by- 
brick wall. So much for the lengthy lecture-JUST 
KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING TO YOUR SOLU- 
TIONS IF YOU FORGET THEM IN A SUNNY WIN- 
DOW. I PREFER YOU NOT LEAVE THEM THERE 
FOR EACH HAS A MORE SPECIFIC SERVICE TO 
THE BODY IN THE SEPARATE FORMS. TO KNOCK 
OUT THE “NEW” MAN-TAMPERED MICROORGAN- 
ISMS WE NEED THE DRIAS PRESENT OR WE 
WOULD SIMPLY OFFER THE COLLOIDS AND FOR- 
GET THE DRIAS. YOU HAVE TO BE RESPON- 
SIBLE FOR ATTENDING THE BABIES WHEN YOU 
GET THEM. SURE BEATS PET ROCKS FOR THESE 
DRIAS WILL ACTUALLY SING TO YOU. 

ENOUGH SUPPLIES 

There is now on hand enough supply for you to 
order what you want. We appreciate your attending our 
needs at upstart to allow wider distribution from the 
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set forth the CLC and there were a LOT of problems 
from onset-again, George Green and one Gary Ander- 
son were shifting off funds for CLC to a duplicate 
account in Colorado. Wonders just never cease. How- 
ever, CLC has managed to stay afloat and has done 
some remarkable things but has had to turn away 
citizen after citizen because there simply have been no 
funds. All proceeds of Ekkers’ case against the S&L 
over property, if any, will go to (WE HOPE) Mr. Spence 
as legal counsel AND THE LAW CENTER. The only 
thing Ekkers want is repayment of the costs of legal fees 
thus far-the property was lost and we pass by that 
which is past. Those who have stood the expenses of 
ongoing litigation (lawyers’ arguments) will be made 
sound. This, however, could take another year to get to 
trial, Is this not INCREDIBLE? That will move this 
simple (no sale) case into nearly a DECADE of litiga- 
tion in which the parties in point, the Ekkers, have 
NEVER EVEN HAD A HEARING OR BEEN RECOG- 
NIZED IN A COURTROOM OTHER THAN AS BE- 
ING PRESENT. 

I BELIEVE, READERS AND MR DIXON, MR. 
SPENCE, ET AL.-THE ABOVE SANTA BARBARA 
SAVINGS, RTC, ET AL. VS. EKKERS CASE WILL 
BE A VERY NICE TRIAL-RUN FOR YOUR NEW 
GRAND JURY. THIS WILL, THROUGH IN- 
VESTIGATION-BRING GUILTY PARTIES 
RIGHT UP THROUGH THE POLITICAL HEADS 
OF STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (Bush 
and Reagan involvement). This doesn’t mean that you 
don’t continue all efforts IN THE PRESENT SYS- 
TEM-it means that you have a SLAM-DUNK in the 
Citizen’s New Grand Jury. We do not mind being the 
pioneer for we have NOTHING to hide and a desire to 
BRING EVERYTHING PUBLIC. I believe we have a 
few other cases that need attention as well-say IN 
NEVADA WITH CORRUPT CRIMINALS AND LAW- 
YERS! HAVE A NICE DAY!! 

Mr. Martin called last evening and said that the 
meeting was going well and taking form and that Mr. 
Dixon has been fully elected to head up the Grand Jury 
program. Fine, he has spent years perfecting a “plan” 
for satellite Common Law Courts and THIS IS HIS 
DAY IN THE SUNSHINE (OR THE BURDEN-BEAR- 
ING) AS THE CASE MAY BE. When the need is 
presented-God will provide leadership, friends-as 
long as we make right choices. 

AMUSING 
TALES 

In order to afford to transport these men who will 
head the national effort-Martin and Dixon had to fly 
in the wee hours both directions and cut out extra 
overnights-just to financially afford to go. They are 
mostly a “blur” in their own minds today-but the task 
is getting done. Perhaps we will remember these days 
of “choices” with more humor than today, as you see 
changes begin to develop across your nation. I remind 
you that the citizens are mad as Hell and won’t take it 
any more- when they realize they have choices. We 
felt a small paper would be acceptable to you for a few 
weeks to allow for these other critical actions. We 
thank you in advance for patience and understanding. 
YOU ARE WAKING UP, AMERICA-AND NOT A 
MINUTE TOO SOON. 

TOO MUCH 

Let me leave this now, for as I prattle too long the 
short paper automatically becomes a lengthy one. 

P.S.: GaiaGlo Lotion is available now [call New 
Gaia for ordering information if you’re in a hurry], 
I am told-please watch our papers for further 
information. “They” cannot enslave you or kill you- 
beloved citizens-UNLESS YOU LET THEM. GOD IS 
YOUR SHIELD AND BUCKLER-AND HE SENDS 
THESE “THINGS” FOR YOUR PROTECTION AND 
USE. WE THANK YOU. 

Jordan Maxwell’s exceptional lecture and 
slide presentation called Secret Societies & Toxic 
Religion was taped in Tehachapi in February of 
this year. In this videotape set, Mr. Maxwell 
outlines his background and the enlightening 
information that he has uncovered about the 
secret societies, i.e., Illuminati, Freemasonry, 
etc., as well as the occult symbolic origins of our 
modern-day religions. This fascinating video 
presentation will answer many questions for 
those already informed, as well as shock ones 
who are just beginning to wake up to the secret 
society realities in this world. 

This two-tape video set is 3 hours and 38 
minutes in length and is $35.00, postage 
included. 

(Quantities are limited, so orders will be filled on a 
first come, first served basis. Thank you!) 

I 

f PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
I P.O. BOX 27353 
I 
I LAS VEGAS, NV 89126 
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I 

(800) 8004565 

I 
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I 
City: State: Zip: 

I Phone: Cash: Check: M.O.: 
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Credit Card No.: Visa, Master Card or Discover: 
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“This journal which comes in ‘fantasy’ format is, 
in fact, TRUTH in everv measure... 

“It was decided that we would first bring forth an 
‘acceptable’ story line that would bear a particular 
message to the ones awaiting instructions and the 
knowledge that the time of final instructions and ‘count- 
down’ is at hand...” -HATONN 

This journal is about the adventures of three people 
and their encounters with Native Americans of the 
Sipapu and their Space Brothers. It describes their 
amazing experiences after showing up at the Nevada 
nuclear bomb test site for a protest. 

“I am honored, but I believe it would be more 
suitable to state that I am a dominant commander from 
the Etheric realms. Here, I always confront trouble, for 

You will also find revelations large and small, from 
the ancient past and the future. A fantastic, fun “‘fan- 
tasy “. This was THE first work by “dharma”, thought 
to be a Fantasy but now appreciated as the beginning of 
an en-Light-ening Reality Journey. With help from 
Little Crow of the Lakota, Dharma’s public mission of 
translation for Higher Teachers begins here, as a sen- 
sitive love story of the Purification Times, which brings 
together a mystical “ancient” group from the “past”, a 
Pleiadian space expedition from the “future”, and some 
awakening volunteers from Earth’s “present”. 

your words do 
not actually 
define my po- 
sition. I shall 
attempt at 
simple expla- 
nation. 

“I have 
been around 
for a very, very 
long time. Un- 
der the spon- 
sorship (I sup- 
pose is a good 
enough word) 
of Lord 
Michael and 
the Great Cen- 

I tral Sun gov- 

Sipapu Odyssey is in the early stages of being made 
into a motion picture utilizing the Pleiadian advanced 
technolorrv of Futuronics. 

ernment of 
this, your gal- 
axy. I suppose 
I rank overall 
second in com- 
mand. I am 
not a 
discarnate en- 
ergy (spirit); I 
am an etheric 
being. I have 
never taken 

“Who is Ashtar? I suppose great volumes of ‘stuff 
have been written about Ashtar, the entity. I will 
endeavor to identify myself so that flourishes are not 
added by cherished ones. I have been called a ‘Chris- 
tian Commander from Venus’, a ‘Supreme Director in 
charge of all of the spiritual Program’ for your planet. 

SIPAPU 

ODYSSEY 

BY 

DORUSHKA MAERD 

(Dharma) 

(Now) A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

Yl 

Release 

I AM ASHTAR 

BY 

ASHTAR 

#5 
A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

“You and I know that millions have 
died for freedom. And we appreciate 
beyond all human understanding the ef- 
forts and lives they gave so we could 
enjoy a certain measure of freedom. We 
will carry on now to regain those free- 
doms stealthily stolen from us by those 
who were supposed to watch out for our 
interests. Instead they have looked after 
their own selfish interests ahead of the 
common man. Way ahead. Let us now 
take up the pen, which is mightier than 
the sword, in the singular struggle to 
regain our constitutional rights. 

“Let this be your clarion call if you 
have not heard one yet. This is it. Take 
effective action now in your own sphere 
of influence and keep at it. The battle of 
words and wits has only begun. With 
God the Creation backing those who 
struggle for freedom there is only one 
outcome: Victory! Take action now. 

“Your inner self will urge you what 
to do. Do it as long as it follows God’s 
rules. Of course, you all (readers) are 
doing the best you can. This is meant for 
the fence sitters.” -A Friend 

Some of the important topics in- 
. 1 . n. m . *.. c cmaea are: bt. cIermatn ana our 4m 01 

July (Independence Day)--Where has all ourfree- 
human embodi- 
ment upon planet Earth. Many have inferred such; it is 
not true. I have been far too involved with affairs of the 
Universe to prattle around in human format on Earth. 
I serve at a very high involvement as a member of the 
councils scattered throughout this Universal Sector, 
serving in an advisory capacity at strategic levels of 
intergalactic affairs. I share responsibility with Esu 
lmmanuel (Jesus) Sananda for the airborne divisions of 
the Brotherhood of Light.” -ASHTAR 

Some important topics covered are: EARTH = BOT- 
TOM OF LADDER. Space people and Spirit people- 
Contact since late 1940s-How dark brothers work- 
Reincarnation begins-The Martian influence- 
Nuclear war could damage fabric of space-CHRIST’S 
TEACHINGS SHOWED THE WAY. Signs: Time is 
here. No dead martyrs. 

dom gone?-Pan Am flight 103 and its links to 
the CIA, the Syrian-Lebanon hostages and the 
Clinton connection, etc.-Details of the Monarch 
Mind-Control Programming-Bo Gritz connec- 
tion--’ God will save this nation and Constitrc- 
tion.” Oh?? God HELPS THOSE WHO HELP 
THEMSELVES.-You don’t like my reli- 
gion??-Continuation of THE USURPERS-More 
from Ronn Jackson-Militias & ADL-O.J. con- 
nection-Linda Thompson on armed militia and 
insurrection-U.N. Committee and sodomy- 
Glue bombs. eve DoDDers-Map of U.N. bases in 
U.S. The time to get informed is NOW! Though 
most will remain blissfully unaware. 

(Please see Last Page -for ordering information.) 
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New Gaia Offers 
Journev To Health 

What Should We Be Taking? 
S/26/95 SANDRA TULANIAN. D.C. 

The times in which we live in do not afford us the 
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can 
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water. 
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats 
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate 
questionable farming practices which, when added to 
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and 
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus 
the air & water we breath of many of the essential 
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to 
function optimally. 

Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries 
which will be discussed further on in this article, two 
brand new products are being offered that are extremely 
important to present first. They are GaiaCol and 
OxySol. GaiaCol is a combination of Colloidal Silver, 
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias. 
This combination of ingredients has produced a prod- 
uct that is so high-frequency and potent that it could 
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight 
against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that we 
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and 
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the 
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin; 
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just 
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical 
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibi- 
otics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for 
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were 
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses, 
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical 
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of 
the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of 
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics 
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant 
survival of the fittest bacteria. 

Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is 
non-toxic to humans and allows no known disease- 
causing organism to live in its presence. With the 
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline 
Drias, the frequency of GaiaCol is remarkably en- 
hanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and 
bacteria to be eliminated. GaiaCol is gentle enough to 
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth 
condition without fear oftoxicity and is outstanding for 
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain 
with 3 -4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and 
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first 
day and then lo- 12 drops, 3 -4 times per day under the 
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the 
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be 
affected so it is advisable to replace the natural 
intestional flora with some type of acidophilus/ 
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when 
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps, 
bloating, diarrhea/constipation and a general feeling of 
malaise). 

Please note that this product is said to be perfectly 

safe for children and pets and can be taken with other 
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not 
addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to 
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been 
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis, 
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation, 
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer, 
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping 
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. GaiaCol can 
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and 
help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc. 
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes 
GaiaCol, in my opinion, one of the most exciting and 
valuable products on the market today. 
OxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal 
Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and other 
trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects. 
Organisms that have plagued us for centuries may be 
destroyed using this product but the new, more resis- 
tant strains will require the higher frequency GaiaCol. 
When added to water, the OxySol will help to purify, 
which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for 
travel. When taken with GaiaCol you get a two-fold 
effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a 
greater oxygen content for the health of the cells from 
the Hydrogen Peroxide. OrySol is wonderful topically 
as well, but is not advised for burns (use GaiaCol for 
burns). The trace minerals found in OxySol are vital 
to our health because the nutrients that were once taken 
for granted in our vegetables and fruits have been 
systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace 
minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies 
continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. An- 
other use for OxySol is to rid the oral cavity of harmful 
bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops Oxysol on 
your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The 
recommended amount to take daily for system clearing 
is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty stomach. If 
taken with GaiaCol, reduce both daily requirements in 
half. If you are adding OxySol to your water, just add 
1-2 drops in each glass of water. Both OxySol and 
GaiaCol are very powerful additions to our pursuit of 
health. 

Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our 
immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks 
for any attack-from chemical and biological “war- 
fare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollu- 
tion, as well as from other high-energy photon bom- 
bardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcom- 
ing changes. 

It is up to every individual to take personal respon- 
sibility for their health and prioritize the needs their 
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special 
attention to the needs of their children. I hope to 
describe here some good products available to you so 
that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against 
disease can come to an end. 

New Gaia has presented many products to the 
public that you can pick or choose for individual needs. 
But there is a core of products, which should be taken 

regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well 
being. These products are: Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, 
Gaialyte, Kombucha Tea, Kombucha Vinegar, 
CarbraGaia, GaiaCleanse Program, Chlorella, Spelt, 
and 3-In-l. Each of these provides a service to the body 
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will 
discuss each one individually to provide you with the 
information you need to understand why these items are 
necessary. 

The physiology of the body is basically governed by 
the actions and programming found within the cell. 
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues 
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in 
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony 
with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If 
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning 
(for whatever reason), every organ system is affected. 
To what degree they are affected depends on the offend- 
ing substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or 
the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse. 

Gaiandriana is a product that is said to: help 
correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the 
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/ 
RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the abil- 
ity to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating 
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA 
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality 
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and 
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn, 
within the organ systems. 

This is essential for the immune organ system, 
because without healthy cells that can fight off offend- 
ers like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of 
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point 
of exhaustion-eventually leading to dis-ease. An- 
other benefit from consuming Gaiandriana is its abil- 
ity and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon 
frequencies which are bombarding us daily. 
Gaiandriana is able to speed up the frequency levels of 
the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in 
and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a two- 
fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to 
withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damag- 
ing energies; the other benefit is to help protect our- 
selves from mind manipulation through pulse beams 
that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally 
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the 
tongue. However, with the growing number of “manu- 
factured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our 
demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce 
or more per day may produce faster and more effective 
results. 

Aquagaia was introduced to benefit the mitochon- 
dria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria 
is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to 
convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to 
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for sur- 
vival of the body system. 

Aquagaia is also said to feed on vessel plaques 
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the 
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial 
walls due to the American diet that is filled with 
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and 
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables. 
This product provides added fuel to any compromised 
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as 
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the 
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both 
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia work in harmony to 
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by 
working together within the cell structure itself. 

Another product that you will find essential in your 
daily regime is Gaialyte. This is a fully integrated 
electrolyte liquid that is brought forth from the 
Kombucha Tea. The combination of tea and juice, 
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea, Chlo- 
rella, oxygenators, Aloe Vera and Gaiandriana are a 
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as 
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to 
help enhance the performance of the Gaiandriana 
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which 
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become ca- 
pable of conducting electricity. The balance of these 
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from 
the various high-frequency energies that we are now 
subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all 
the other products you are consuming for your health. 

Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of 
approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea Breeze” 
Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said about this 
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long 
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called 
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these vil- 
lagers astounded her. The women were virtually with- 
out wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall 
population was comprised of unusually healthy people. 
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of 
Kombucha Tea daily. She brought the mushroom 
fungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japa- 
nese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the 
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea 
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, 
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight re- 
duction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a 
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the 
prevention of certain cancers. 

While these are claims from people who have used 
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to 
regard Kombucha Tea as a must to add to your daily 
health regime. Many people make their own tea with 
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia 
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the 
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both 
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the 
Gaialyte and your favoritejuice, orjust drinkit straight. 

There is a Kombucha Vinegar that has been devel- 
oped which offers similar properties to unpasteurized 
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries 
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a 
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great 
as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their 
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutri- 
tion that their families receive. While Kombucha 
Vinegar is not recommended for canning or preserv- 
ing, it certainly is recommended for general consump- 
tion. 

CarbraGaia is the membrane that is found in the 
mushroom fungus of the Kombicha Tea bathed in a 
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of Gaiandriana to aid 
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product 
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage 
supplement, which has been well researched and docu- 
mented in recent years and which is said to program the 
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one 
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you 
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to 
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state. 

A 14-day program called GaiaCleanse has been 
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty 

parasites found within the body. Very few people was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a 
reahze the kinds and types of diseases that these para- higher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric 
sites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepati- proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for 
tis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few. free-radical scavenging. These OPCs found in the 
There have been reports that people have been able to Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant 
turn their conditions around by utilizing a program bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and pro- 
such as the GaiaCleanse Program to eliminate the duce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are 
myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in 
their internal organs. 

here being made for the healing qualities of any prod- 
uct, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been 

The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vi- 
months is all that is required to insure a body that is free sion, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental dete- 
of most parasites. The GaiaCleanse line includes rioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of 
tinctures that can be mixed in any ale of the above stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, sub- 
beverages or in juice. There is also an intestinal dued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis. 
cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimina- The other substances found in 3-In-1 are Ester-C 
tion and cleansing’during the two weeks. These steps and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood 
to health are important if one is to realize optimum stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of 
health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other 
the body. vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also 

Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently, 
is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also 
high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20 a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects 
essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C 
and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus Chlo- has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs. 
rella growth factor. The combination of these factors of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one- 
results in a product that has been found to be excellent half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from 
in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read: 
strengthening, age retardation, protection against ra- “Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a long-chain 
diation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold 
protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all 
the benefits. cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity 

Chlorella is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to 
extremely effective in controlling body odor both inter- flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter 
nally and externally. The suggested daily consumption the cell. The net result may improve cellular metabo- 
is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to lism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy 
your individual needs. Many times the alkaline production.” 
reserves in the body are so depleted that Chlorella, in These three powerful ingredients are found in one 
larger doses, is warranted. product called 3-10-l. It is a potent product that should 

Moreover, because of its superb food value, Chlo- be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condi- 
rella is an important addition to anyone’s emergency tion or for those wishing to maximize the functioning 
food storage stash. of their immune system on a day-to-day basis. 

As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of All the above products discussed: OxySol, 
Spelt (Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in GaiaCol, Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Gaialyte, 
replacement of the standard wheat grain. Spelt is Kombucha Tea, Kombucha Vinegar, CarbraGaia, 
superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude GaiaCleanse, Chlorella, Spelt and 3-In-1 can be the 
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorat- 
carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimu- ing the immune system, increasing the metabolic activ- 
late the all-important immune system. ity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment 

Many people who are allergic to wheat find Spelt to to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with 
be easily digestible. What is most exciting is the one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall fre- 
delicious nutty flavor that Spelt offers to any baking quency levels to withstand the onslaught of various 
needs. Another advantage of Spelt is the large amount high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. These 
of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as products work synergistically together to maximize the 
Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancer- effects of each product. 
ous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right 
seriqus illnesses. Spelt also has an exceptionally thick eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health 
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these 
kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens various products are priceless to our well being in this 
with other grains. The Spelt grain can be grou&l up 
into flour and used in any recipe where flour is he- 
quired. New Gaia offers the whole Spelt grain bread 
mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the 
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple 
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of 
extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great 
taste experience. 

high-s&s world. 

New Gaia 
Products 

The last product I wish to discuss is a newer 
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of 
you have heard of the latest craze using a product called 
“Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the 
pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant 
properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of 
chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 product offered by New 
Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The 
research that has been conducted on the elements found 
in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed 
Extract because this, too, had the components that 
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection. 

What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA 

f or 
(639-4242) 

information and 
a free catalog 
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Wuter Purification Now Availa 
To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and other 

New Gaia Products, 
P.O. Box 27710, 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

(Please Print) 

_ 

MT, UT, ID, id, tiM, ’ 
WY, NV 

$6.00 
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) f 1 OE: $7.00 

1 (805) 822-9070 FAX B 201-300 $8.00 
s 301-400 $9.00 
.s 401-500 blO.00 
I 501-600 $11 .oo 

New Gaia Products I 995 Order Form FOR ~~~~p~~~~HANDL’NGRATES’ . . . . . . FOR THE REST OF 
CONTINENTAL USA 

Name Date 

Street Address 

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

Daytime Phone No. 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

Siqnature For Credit Card Orders 

l CAIANDRIANA 32 oz. LIQUID ~o;;;;;&,ers $50.00 

l AQUACAIA Subscribers 
(Mitochondria) 8 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers f :g:zE 

. AQUACAIA Subscribers $25.00 
(Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers $32.00 

l AQUAGAIA Subscribers $50.00 
(Mitochondria) 32 oz. LIQUID Non-subscribers $64.00 

CAIALYTE (2 liters) Subscribers s 15.00 
Non-subscribers $20.00 

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE (1 liters) 

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE (2 liters) 

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR 1602. 

GAIATRIM - 30 Day Supply 

s 3.50 
d 6.00 
$ 6.00 

235.00 

13 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES 1 $18.00 1 I I I 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula (180 TABLETS) 

l l ALOE JUICE (1 IITER) (WHOLE LEAF ALOE 
VERA CONCENTRATE) (I OX STRENGTH) 

CHLORELLA (300 TABLEfS/SOOmg. EA.) 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS (90 TABLETS) 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 

CARBRACAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 oz. 

$24.95 

$18.00 

$2 1 .oo 

$24.50 

$24.95 

S 8.50 
. l SUPER OXY (1 qtJ (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLQ $18.00 

SUPER OXY (1 gal.) (CHERRY) (CRANBERRYI 

OXYSOL with trace minersls202. 
$60.00 
S 8.00 

GAIACOL with trace minerals 202. 
I I I I 

I s10.00 I 

*ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. 
PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR AA NON- 

BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES. 

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. -- New Gnia Prduct~. 

: 1 OE! 
$8.00 
$9.00 

P 201-300 $10.00 
P 301-400 $11 .oo 
5 401-500 $12.00 
S 501-600 $13.00 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

NOTE; 

l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
l * For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
H All Foreign orders, please contact our offlce in writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 

l * When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAIN- 

PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. I 

item PRICE 
PER UNIT 

PITACHI (HBlOl) BREAD MACHINE 
.EACTORY BI FMISHFD/REFURBISHFD) s 149.00 

;AIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt) 

(PurOeRSpelt) 
5 3.50 

GAIACLEANSE 
14-DAY PARASITE 

PROGRAM $48.00 

JVHOLE SPELT KERNELS 

WHOLE GRAIN 
SPELT FLOUR 

’ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 1 $180.00 
I Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.) 
I Bottle AquaCaia (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cassettes 

* MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Caiandriana (I qt.) 
2 Bottles Caialyte (2 liters each) 

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

- 

CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND (2 oz.) 
NICOTINE~CAFFEINE~ALCOHOL~. 

SUCROSE-STARCH, 

CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

S 6.00ea. 

$ 15.00 

Please make all TOTAL 
checks and 
money orders 
payable to: 
New Gaia lhducts, 

;WJKKHANDLING 

P.O. Box 27710, 
Las Vegas, NV 

SALES TAX kyi; residents only, 

89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 

-r Amount 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS 

AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST 
MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF LONG- 
STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER 
MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL 
AS A SPECIES. SINGLE JOURNALS ARE 
$6.00, ANY 4 JOURNALS ARE $5.50 EACH, 
10 OR MORE JOURNALS ARE $5.00 
EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 

l * These marked JOURNALS are out of stock 

until further notice. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 

2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 

IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 

3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 

l *6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 
HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

l *9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
**lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
l l 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
l *12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
l * 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 
** 14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE 

AND PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 
**15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 
**16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
l l 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
l *l 8. BLOOD AND ASHES 

19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
l *20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 

2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 
l l 23 . BURNT OFFERINGS 
l *24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 
l *25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
l *26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 

ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: 
KHAZARS 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER 7 1. COALESCENCE 
MANUAL 

**28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
l *29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

m ZDNEW IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLES ‘vb’b~; VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 

DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 

BEAT! 

68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
69. TATTERED PAGES 
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 

60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
6 I. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 

72. CANDLELIGHT 
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 

FOLDED VOL. II 
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES 

VOL. III 
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAP AROUND 

AMERICA 
79. MARCHING TO ZOG 
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 
85. SHOCK THERAPY 
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 

LEGION 
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 

FOLD 
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 
94. WINGING IT.... 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 

LAND? 
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 

CONSPIRACY 

TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 

101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 
CEMENT CHILDREN 

1 

I; 1 
1 

Source Distribu.tors 
the same! Checks sent for : 
JOURNALS or book orders 
should NOT be made out to 

CONTACT-and 

Copyright Statement 

COPYRTGHT 1995 by CONTACT, Inc. 
Reproduction. of this newspaper for private, 

non-profit use is wssly encoe, as long 
as the content and integrity remain absolutely 
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduc- 
tion is strictly forbidden unless and until 
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT, 
INC. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO CONTACT 

Call: l-800-800-5565 
Or: l-805-822-9655 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 , 

l-800-800-5565 
or call 

l-805-822-9655 
(Mastercard, VISA, 

Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska 81 Hawaii) 
UPS-S3.75 1 st title, Sl .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-S2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

Priority-13.40 1 st title. I1 .OO ea add’1 

ALASKA & HAWAII 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

PriorityS3.40 1 sf title, Sl .OO ea add’1 

UPS 2nd day-S9.00 1 st title, $1 ea add7 

CANADA & MEXICO 
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1 

Alrbook-$4.50 1 st title. S2.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title. S1.50 ea add’1 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 

(Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery 

on all book orders) 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by 
phone to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues 
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); 
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap 
pears on right side of mailing label. 

Ouantitv SubscriDtions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 
for 25 copies of 13 issues( $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); 
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental 
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write fox 
shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue 
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping 
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

805-822-0202 

This is a service for 
our dedicated readers. 
Today’s Watch telephone 
hotline carries the latest 
news and comments from 
Commander Hatonn’s 
most recent writings. This 
is our way of keeping vou 
informed about fast- 
breaking news and events. 

The message machine 
will answer after 2 rings 
if there are any new mes- 
sages for that day, and 
after 4 rings if not. Thus 
daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message 
has been recorded. The 
message update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM Pacific 
Time. 
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